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Protestors gathered at the Maine State House on July 12 to protest racist policies, call for an end to police brutality, and demand more funding for schools, housing
assistance, and health care for all. e organizers included Shukri Abdirahman, Devin Moore, Yasmine Wadleigh, Patrick Luizzo, and Patrick Nemo Webber.
Photo | Joseph Shaw

The particular struggles of entrepreneurs from Congo Brazzaville |

Kathreen Harrison

Mileina Beatrice is President of the Congolese Brazzaville Community of Maine, which serves an estimated 300-500 refugees, asylum seekers, and other new arrivals who were born in Congo Brazzaville and now live in Maine. In March, soon aer the COVID-19 pandemic ﬁrst arrived in the Pine Tree State, Beatrice started reaching out for help to the New Mainers Working Group (NMWG)
– a collaborative formed by leaders of immigrant communities in direct response to the crisis on behalf of community members who were reporting to her that they weren’t getting answers to their questions about beneﬁts and health care when they approached the state.
“e virus is spreading in the asylum-seeker community, and a lot of our members don’t have adequate health insurance. Where should they go?” Beatrice asked the NMWG on March 25. at group
worked to ﬁnd answers to Beatrice’s question – and many other questions from other community association leaders – but answers were elusive, and oen bore disappointing news.
Now, four months later, Beatrice explained that the Congolese Brazzaville community is in real distress, with many families in dire ﬁnancial straits. She said she is worried about the upcoming fall and
winter, and hopes her community can endure another diﬃcult pandemic season. New issues emerge in her community constantly, she said, and one topping Beatrice’s mind right now is the plight of
immigrant entrepreneurs, who face particular challenges.
Michel Simba is one such entrepreneur. Simba arrived in Maine in 2017 from Congo Brazzaville. With a background in business, manufacturing, and oil and gas, Simba decided to open a company,
and in 2018 he founded Global Professional Services on Pine Street in Lewiston. e company oﬀers a variety of diﬀerent services under one umbrella, primarily tax preparation, payroll
services, accounting, import-export, digital marketing, insurance, and staﬃng. Some of the
services, such as tax preparation and digital marketing, are provided directly by Global Professional Services. Other services, such as insurance and import-export, are oﬀered in partnership with bigger companies. Simba has big dreams, and hopes to go worldwide. He has
assembled an international team, and has branches in Angola (where the company is known as
Global Professional Commerce and Services, or GPCS) and Congo Brazzaville.
e company got oﬀ to a good start, and growth was steady until the pandemic hit. Now, like
Continued on page 23

Thank You! Thank You!
At this time of great upheaval, we are grateful to these foundations for helping us get
through this unprecedented crisis.

Members of the Congolese Brazzaville Community of Maine stop for a photo at their ﬁrst General Assembly
meeting on November 16, 2019
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NEWS FROM AFRICA
by Jean Damascène Hakuzimana

COVID-19 on the African continent
A number of countries in Africa report low or declining case numbers. ese include
Rwanda and Kenya, with the Rwandan New Times reporting the reopening of commercial ﬂights on August 1 and Kenya Airways set to resume domestic ﬂights on July 15. As
the country sees its COVID-19 case count shrinking, tourism-dependent Tunisia will
open its borders on July 27. And case numbers in Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and Rwanda
are so low that the European Union has announced the gradual liing of travel restrictions for those countries – not so for the United States, whose citizens are currently barred
from travel in the E.U. Amjambo Africa’s recent online article “COVID-19 cases slowly
rising on the African continent – why and how?” postulated that the culture of following
governmental decrees, which is prevalent in Africa, is working to the advantage of certain
African countries during these times.
In a June 25 opinion piece in e Guardian by World Health Organization Director Dr
Tedros Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, the Democratic Republic of Congo’s handling of
the Ebola epidemic was hailed as an example that other countries might want to copy in
ﬁghting COVID-19. In his article, “Viruses do not take breaks. e world can learn from
how the DRC is beating Ebola,” Dr. Tedros wrote that because Congolese people believe
in science, community, data, and cooperation with international institutions, the nation
has achieved near-success in defeating Ebola. He said that DRC’s experience with Ebola
has prepared the country to take eﬀective, protective measures now.
Recently sworn-in President Evariste Ndayishimiye of Burundi has launched the program “I won’t get infected and propagate COVID-19,” according to the Associated Press.
is is in sharp contrast with his predecessor, who downplayed the pandemic until his recent death, allegedly from COVID-19. Many refugees and asylum seekers from Burundi
live in Maine. ey have been saddened by a number of COVID-19 deaths in Burundi,
so news that the new president is taking the pandemic seriously brings welcome relief.
Al-Jazeera reports that South Africa is not doing as well, and that the country accounts
for 40% of all conﬁrmed cases in Africa. Johns Hopkins University reports more than
4,079 deaths in South Africa. President Cyril Ramaphosa has appeared on television to announce a nighttime curfew, as well as a ban on alcohol sales, both intended to prevent accidents and preserve hospital beds for COVID-19 patients. He has mandated face masks.
Countries in Africa are rallying together to cra a way forward out of the economic crisis caused by the pandemic. e Global Citizen reports that West African leaders pledged
$25 million toward the region’s COVID-19 response, intended to support education,
health care, and access to sanitation, among other initiatives, in the Economic Community of West African States, or ECOWAS.

Somalia turns back to oil and gas
Aer nearly 50 years of armed conﬂict and civil unrest, a recent move to re-establish the
authority of government, together with increased international peacekeeping eﬀorts in
the region, have brought relative calm to Somalia. Taking advantage of their newfound stability, the country is exploring the extraction of oﬀshore oil and gas and is looking to attract foreign investment, according to oﬀshore-technology.com. e website reports that
Somalia is among the few territories le in the world that has the potential of untapped
resources.
In May, Somalia’s Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources announced bidding
for oﬀshore licensing beginning in August 2020. is is based on speculation that, given
its geographical proximity to oil-rich Yemen, Somalia may also be rich in oil and gas. e
government has ratiﬁed a new petroleum law, which established the Somali National Oil
Company. Before the long civil unrest that began in the 1960s, the country was invested
in onshore oil drilling in partnership with companies like ExxonMobil, BP, Texaco, and
Shell. ese companies hope to ﬁnd common ground with 21st-century Somalia and nurture this renewed spirit of exploration.
However, despite Somalia’s economic progress, experts see challenges ahead. Somalia is
in the Horn of Africa, and is neighbor to Kenya and Ethiopia, as well as unstable Yemen
just across the Gulf of Aden. And not all parties look at the renewed interest in oil and gas
with favor – Somalia faces backlash from Puntland and Jubbaland. In addition, Somalia
and Kenya are in dispute over their maritime border. On top of other challenges, COVID19 has slowed down business, while Somalia faces a surge in COVID-19 cases. And Al
Shabab, a militia organization, is active in Somalia and has killed many people.

Tanzania upgraded to lower-middle income economy
e World Bank announced on July 1 that Tanzania has been upgraded from low to
lower-middle income status. e Gross National Income (GNI) per capita increased
from $1,020 in 2018 to $1,080 in 2019, which exceeds the $1,036 that was expected in
2019. William G. Battaile asserts on his blog on the World Bank site that the upgrade for
Tanzania is the product of the country’s strong economic performance of over 6% real
gross domestic product (GDP) growth on average for the past decade.
“Discipline in ﬁnancial expenditure and the prevailing peace and tranquility also helped
the country to earn the middle-income status from the World Bank,” Hassan Abbasi, the
chief government spokesperson told a news conference in the capital Dodoma.
is achievement happened ﬁve years ahead of schedule for the country, according to
the Xhinuanet Press Agency. In response to the achievement, President John Magufuli of
Tanzania tweeted: “We had envisaged achieving this status by 2025 but with strong determination this has been possible in 2020.”
In 2019, Tanzania recorded growth of 7%, making the country among the fastest-growing economies in Africa. By jumping up to the lower-middle income ranking, Tanzania

joins Kenya as one of only two East African countries to have achieved lowermiddle income ranking.
Tanzania aims to achieve middle-income ranking by 2025, which would indicate a competitive economy capable of sustainable growth; high-quality jobs;
peace, stability, unity, and good governance; and a well-educated society.
Hassan Abbasi also stressed that the reinforcement of ethics in government,
the implementation of ﬂagship projects, and investment in human development
helped the country earn the upgraded status.

Freshly forged unity government in South Sudan
reaches another agreement
Amjambo Aica reported in March that South Sudan President Salva Kiir and his longtime rival Rieck Machaar had come
together to form a unity government, with Machaar oﬀered
the vice presidency of the young country. Kiir and Machaar
reached an agreement on July 15 on how to share the governorship of South Sudan’s 10 states.
Reuters reports that craing the agreement has been problematic, with Machaar’s party demanding governorship of three
states and Kiir’s party six, leaving the ﬁnal state to the opposition
parties. e ﬁnal agreement depended on determining the nomination
process for governorship of the oil producing states. Integrating diﬀerent armed
groups was another thorny issue. Aer its 2011 declaration of independence, this youngest country in the
world became embattled in a civil war that claimed 400,000 lives, in a ﬁght between followers of Kiir
and Machaar, making the July 15 agreement historic.

Egypt alleges Ethiopia is filling dam on the Nile
In July, news broke that the water level had risen on the giant dam known as the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, or GERD, which Ethiopia has been building on the Nile River. e move sparked backlash from Egypt, which asked for clariﬁcation, according to Al-Jazeera.
In April, Amjambo Aica reported on Egypt’s vehement opposition to the construction of the 6,000
megawatt dam project on the Nile River. Mediation eﬀorts led by the United States and the African
Union failed to broker an agreement between the two countries. Ethiopia claims independence over the
use of water from the Nile, but Egypt does not want water ﬂow decreased because its economy and daily
life depend heavily on this river. Egypt claims prior agreements on the topic are still in place.
Lying between Ethiopia and Egypt, Sudan is also involved in the conﬂict and has alleged that Ethiopia
may have closed the dam’s gate in order to start ﬁlling the reservoir. According to the Associated Press,
Ethiopia’s Minister of Water, Energy, and Irrigation Selesh Bekele has denied the allegation, citing heavy
rains as the cause of rising water.
Egypt depends entirely on the Nile for everything from fresh water to agriculture and argues that
Ethiopia has violated international agreements, which could be a threat to the region. ey have asked
Ethiopia for urgent clariﬁcation on the matter.

Benin’s media crackdown revives continent’s poor record on press freedom
President Patrice Talon of Benin has ordered the shut down of online media, in a move widely seen as
a way to silence opposition ahead of the 2021 presidential election, according to Agence France Presse
(AFP).
e Benin administration views Africa’s ﬂourishing online news industry as dangerous to the country.
ey allege the news reported is not properly vetted, and therefore must be shut down.
Benin had been hailed as one of the most democratic states in West Africa until business mogul Patrice
Talon ascended to power in 2016 and began taking steps toward what appears to be the installation of
an authoritarian regime.
e African continent is well known to stiﬂe the media. In 2020, Reporters Without Borders ranked
Benin 113 out of 180 on its press freedom index. Cabo Verde is ranked 25; Ghana and South Africa are
30 and 31 respectively. ese three are the most highly ranked African countries in the Reporters Without Borders list. Norway is at number one and the United States is 45. At the end of the list are Djibouti
and Eritrea, ranked 176 and 178 out of 180 countries. According to Reporters Without Borders. eight
African journalists were killed in 2019. So far, three have been killed in 2020. Egypt has 28 journalists in
prison, topping African countries for journalists imprisoned in 2020.

Rose Christiane Ossouka Raponda appointed first female prime minister of Gabon
President Ondimba of Gabon appointed 56-year-old Rose Christiane Ossouka Raponda as Prime Minister on July 16. Prior to the appointment, Raponda had held the post of Defense Minister. She replaces
Julien Nkoghr Bekale. Agence France Presse reported that Raponda’s assignment is to reboot Gabon’s
economy amid the COVID-19 pandemic. e oil- dependent nation in Central Africa faces serious challenges due to the drop in crude oil prices.
President Ondimba survived a stroke in October 2018, and the opposition is thought to be mulling
his ﬁtness to run the country. While seeking treatment outside the country, an hours-long coup attempt
threatened to unseat his government, which was followed by a reshuﬄing that moved Raponda to the defense post. President Ondimba is believed to be in declining health.
Raponda is an economist with a specialty in public ﬁnance. She has served as mayor of Libreville, the
nation’s capital. e Bongo family has ruled Gabon for more than half a century; in 2009, the current president succeeded his father, who had held the oﬃce for 42 years.
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Counting from Thirteen
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The Slave Liberation Project

| Photos | Joseph Shaw

Counting from irteen is a temporary art installation by Daniel Minter, Ryan Adams,
and Titi de Baccarat outside at 754 Congress St., Portland. e installation includes 13
painted boxes on a vacant storefront wall, a line from the Paul Lawrence Dunbar poem “e
Haunted Oak” painted on the wall below the boxes, and a sculptural piece by Titi de Baccarat titled, “e Art of Dying on Your Knee and Rising from the Dead on Your Feet.” e
“13” in the title of the installation references the 13th Amendment, which abolished slavery in the United States. e painted boxes of the mural represent Black bodies victimized
by racism. Indigo Arts Alliance collaborated with e Francis Hotel and Tandem Bakery
on the project. e artist’s statement reads:
In the visual language of the Equal Justice Initiative’s Memorial for Peace and Justice,
(www.eji.org), we speak of the counted and uncounted Black citizens who have fallen to America’s many modes of racism since the passage of the thirteenth amendment that abolished chattel slavery and ushered in State sanctioned terrorism against Black citizens. e brutality and
continuum of this violence is referenced through an excerpt om Paul Lawrence Dunbar’s poem
“e Haunted Oak,” which includes the line, “e rope they bear is long.”

Engine, the Biddeford nonproﬁt creative economy organization, in partnership with Maine Center for
Electronic Music (MCEM) presented an exhibition by Portland-based installation artist Hi Tiger. e
lead and founding artist of MCEM, Hi Tiger’s work in drawing, painting, sculpture, and video extends
from their experience as a descendant of freed slaves. “e Slave Liberation Project” was presented in observance of Juneteenth, the approximate day in 1865 that the remaining enslaved people in Texas were
told that they had been freed six months earlier. Just two blocks from where the ﬁrst hate crime in Maine
to receive a federal conviction occurred in 2019, e Slave Liberation Project is MCEM’s way of elevating the labor and experience of Black lives. is project was made possible with generous support from
Maine Arts Commission, Maine Humanities Council, and the Haymarket People’s Fund.
Photos provided by Hi Tiger
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Working together against racist policies
“Ibuye ribonetse ntiryica isuka.”
is is a common saying in Kinyamulenge, which means,
“An identiﬁed stone can no longer harm the hoe.”
March 12 was the day the COVID-19 pandemic oﬃcially hit
our ﬁne state of Maine with its ﬁrst positive case. Immediately aer,
in hopes of keeping everyone healthy and safe, Gov. Janet Mills declared a state of emergency. In the ﬁrst weeks, fear of the unknown
was obvious on people’s faces. No one knew how the virus was
going to aﬀect us, and we all wanted to learn how to protect ourselves and our loved ones from danger. e Maine Center for Disease Control recommended the preventative measures which have
become so familiar to us now – social distancing, frequent hand
washing, covering coughs and sneezes, and disinfecting touchable
surfaces. Above all, staying home was highly recommended as the
most eﬀective way of remaining safe from the virus.
Unfortunately, staying home was very hard for most people of
color to do. Although many organizations and institutions, both
private and public, took the extreme measure of closing their doors
and asking their employees to work from home, essential frontline
businesses – health care, grocery stores, group homes, food processing factories – remained open. And in Maine, those essential
businesses are heavily staﬀed by people of color.
When the ﬁrst case was announced in Maine, everyone – people of color as well as white people – were told by Gov. Mills and
CDC Director Dr. Nirav Shah that the virus did not discriminate.
And in the early days, most people believed that to be true. We did
not know at the time that the virus was actually going to disproportionately attack people from our communities. en, as the
virus picked up steam in Maine and more cases were identiﬁed, the
data from the Maine CDC began to reveal an alarming racial disparity between how white people and people of color have been
slammed by the virus.
In Maine, people of color make up only 7% of the population,
but now count for over 32% of the state’s total number of COVID19 cases. Reasons for this disproportionate impact include the
crowded conditions that many people of color must live in because
of challenging ﬁnancial circumstances, making isolating and quarantining diﬃcult; inadequate access to health care, resulting in high
incidences of underlying medical conditions; and the necessity of
continuing to work in frontline occupations despite the risks because of ﬁnancial necessity. In other words, outcomes are related to
racist policies.

Immigrant leaders, Latinx leaders, Tribal leaders, and leaders
from the U.S.-born African American community are all seriously
concerned about the health and safety of their people. Recently
these leaders hosted a press conference, where they outlined their
major concerns, including key areas that socially and economically
impact their communities and must be changed, and asked Gov.
Mills to work with them to prevent further devastation. On July
16, a group met with Gov. Mills, but she did not oﬀer concrete
plans to address the public health emergency as experienced by
people of color. She did say she would get back to the group.
Recently, I discussed racism and how to change the system, with
Rev. Kenneth I. Lewis Jr., Senior Pastor at Green Memorial African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in Portland (link to interview
on website). On June 30, he was appointed by Gov. Mills to the
Permanent Commission of the Status of Racial, Indigenous, and
Maine Tribal Populations, which is focused on addressing inequities in Maine. Rev. Lewis spoke of the need for Black leaders
from diﬀerent communities in Maine – immigrant and U.S.-born
African American alike – to unify, stressing the importance of
working together on behalf of the entire community to speak truth
to power about racism in Maine.
I join Rev. Lewis in urging all people of color to pull together and
use the strength of our collective voice to advocate loudly for the
change we need to see in our Maine community.
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A protestor at the Maine State House on July 12
Photo | Joseph Shaw
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LA SOMALIE SE TOURNE À NOUVEAU VERS LE PÉTROLE ET LE GAZ
Après près de 50 ans de conﬂit armé et de troubles civils, une récente initiative visant à rétablir l'autorité du gouvernement, ainsi
que des eﬀorts internationaux accrus aﬁn de maintenir la paix dans
la région, ont apporté un calme relatif en Somalie. Proﬁtant de sa
stabilité retrouvée, le pays explore l'exploitation du pétrole et du
gaz oﬀshore, et cherche à attirer les investissements étrangers, selon
le site oﬀshore-technology.com, qui indique que la Somalie est l'un
des rares territoires au monde à posséder un potentiel de ressources
inexploitées.
En mai, le Ministère Somalien du Pétrole et des Ressources
Minérales a annoncé un appel d'oﬀres pour l'octroi de licences oﬀshore à partir d'août 2020, sur la base de spéculations selon
lesquelles, étant donné sa proximité géographique avec le Yémen,
riche en pétrole, la Somalie pourrait également être riche en pétrole et en gaz. Le gouvernement a ratiﬁé une nouvelle loi sur le pétrole, qui a créé la Compagnie Nationale Pétrolière Somalienne.
Avant les longs troubles civils qui ont commencé dans les années
1960, le pays était investi dans le forage pétrolier terrestre en partenariat avec des sociétés comme ExxonMobil, BP, Texaco et Shell.
Ces sociétés espèrent trouver un terrain d'entente avec la Somalie
du 21ème siècle et nourrir ce nouvel esprit d'exploration.
Cependant, malgré les progrès économiques de la Somalie, les
experts voient des déﬁs à relever. La Somalie se trouve dans la
Corne de l'Afrique, et est voisine du Kenya et de l'Ethiopie, ainsi
que du Yémen, un pays instable situé juste de l'autre côté du golfe
d'Aden. Et toutes les parties ne voient pas d'un bon œil le regain
d'intérêt pour le pétrole et le gaz - la Somalie est confrontée à la
réaction du Puntland et du Jubbaland. De plus, la Somalie et le
Kenya se disputent leur frontière maritime. Et pour compliquer
les choses, COVID-19 a ralenti les aﬀaires: la Somalie fait en eﬀet
face à une augmentation des cas de COVID-19. Et Al Shabab, une
organisation de milice, est active en Somalie et a tué de nombreuses personnes.
ENSEMBLE CONTRE LES POLITIQUES RACISTES
“Ibuye ribonetse ntiryica isuka, traduit “Une pierre cachée,
lorsqu’elle est identiﬁée, ne peut plus nuire à la houe”- Un dicton
courant en Kinyamulenge.
par Georges Budagu Makoko, Éditeur, Amjambo Africa!
Le 12 mars est le jour où la pandémie de Covid-19 a oﬃciellement frappé notre bel état du Maine avec son premier cas positif.
Immédiatement après, dans l'espoir de maintenir tout le monde
en bonne santé et en sécurité, Gouverneur Janet Mills a déclaré l'état d'urgence. Au cours des premières semaines, on pouvait voir la
peur de l'inconnu sur les visages des gens. Personne ne savait comment le virus allait nous aﬀecter, et nous voulions tous apprendre
comment nous protéger, ainsi que nos proches, du danger. Le
Maine Center for Disease Control a recommandé les mesures
préventives qui nous sont devenues si familières aujourd'hui : distanciation sociale, lavage fréquent des mains, couverture de la toux
et des éternuements et désinfection des surfaces touchables. Pardessus tout, rester à la maison était fortement recommandé comme
le moyen le plus eﬃcace de rester à l'abri du virus.
Malheureusement, rester à la maison était très diﬃcile pour la
plupart des gens de couleur. Bien que de nombreuses organisations
et institutions, tant privées que publiques, aient pris la mesure extrême de fermer leurs portes et de demander à leurs employés de
travailler à domicile, des entreprises de première ligne essentielles
- soins de santé, épiceries, foyers de groupe, usines de transformation alimentaire - sont restées ouvertes. Et dans le Maine, ces entreprises de première ligne emploient beaucoup de personnel de
couleur.
Lorsque le premier cas a été annoncé dans le Maine, Gouverneur
Mills et le directeur du CDC, le Dr Nirav Shah, ont dit à tout le
monde - les gens de couleur comme les blancs - que le virus ne faisait pas de discrimination. Et dans les premiers temps, la plupart
des gens ont cru que c'était vrai. Nous ne savions pas à l'époque
que le virus allait en fait s'attaquer de manière disproportionnée
aux membres de nos communautés. Puis, alors que le virus prenait
de l'ampleur dans le Maine et que de nouveaux cas étaient identiﬁés, les données du CDC du Maine ont commencé à révéler une
disparité raciale alarmante entre la manière dont les blancs et les
personnes de couleur étaient frappés par le virus.
Dans le Maine, les personnes de couleur, qui ne représentent que
7 % de la population, comptent désormais pour plus de 32 % du
nombre total de cas de Covid- 19 dans l'État. Voici les raisons de
cet impact disproportionné: les conditions de surpeuplement dans
lesquelles de nombreuses personnes de couleur doivent vivre en
raison de circonstances ﬁnancières diﬃciles, rendant l'isolement
et la mise en quarantaine diﬃciles ; l'accès inadéquat aux soins de
santé, entraînant des conditions médicales sous-jacentes ; et le fait
de continuer à travailler dans des professions de première ligne en
raison de la nécessité ﬁnancière, malgré le potentiel d'exposition.
En d'autres termes, les résultats sont liés aux politiques racistes.
Les leaders des immigrants, les leaders latinos, les leaders tribaux
et les leaders de la communauté afro-américaine indigène sont tous
très préoccupés par la santé et la sécurité de leur peuple. Récemment, ces dirigeants ont tenu une conférence de presse au cours de
laquelle ils ont exposé leurs principales préoccupations, notam-

ment les domaines clés qui ont un impact social et économique
sur leurs communautés et qui doivent être modiﬁés, et ont demandé au Gouverneur Mills de travailler avec eux pour prévenir
de nouvelles dévastations
Récemment, j'ai discuté du racisme et de la manière de changer
le système actuel avec le Révérend Kenneth I. Lewis, Jr, Pasteur
de l'église méthodiste africaine Zion de Green Memorial à Portland, qui a été nommé par Gouverneur Mills le 30 juin à la Commission Permanente sur le Statut des Populations Raciales,
Indigènes et Tribales du Maine, et qui se concentre sur la lutte
contre les inégalités dans le Maine. Le Révérend Lewis a parlé
de la nécessité pour les dirigeants noirs des diﬀérentes communautés du Maine - immigrants et Afro-Américains autochtones
- de s'unir, en soulignant l'importance de travailler ensemble au
nom de toute la communauté pour contester et dénoncer le
racisme dans le Maine.
Je demande à toutes les personnes de couleur de s'unir et d’utiliser notre voix collective pour plaider haut et fort en faveur
du changement que nous devons voir dans notre communauté
du Maine.
LA TANZANIE EST PASSÉE À UNE ÉCONOMIE À REVENU
MOYEN INFÉRIEUR
La Banque mondiale a annoncé le 1er juillet que la Tanzanie
est passée du statut de pays à faible revenu à celui de pays à
revenu moyen inférieur. Le revenu national brut (RNB) par
habitant est passé de 1 020 dollars en 2018 à 1 080 dollars en
2019, ce qui dépasse les 1 036 dollars attendus en 2019. William
G. Battaile aﬃrme sur son blog sur le site de la Banque Mondiale que la mise à niveau pour la Tanzanie est le produit de la forte
performance économique du pays qui a connu une croissance
du produit intérieur brut (PIB) réel de plus de 6 % en moyenne
au cours de la dernière décennie.
"La discipline dans les dépenses ﬁnancières et la paix et la tranquillité qui règnent ont également aidé le pays à obtenir le statut
de pays à revenu moyen auprès de la Banque mondiale", a déclaré Hassan Abbasi, le principal
porte-parole du gouvernement, lors d'une
conférence de presse à Dodoma, la
capitale de la Tanzanie.
Selon l'agence de presse Xhinuanet, cette réalisation a eu
lieu cinq ans avant la date
prévue pour le pays. En
réponse à cette réalisation,
le président tanzanien
John Magufuli a tweeté :
"Nous avions envisagé d'atteindre ce statut d'ici 2025,
mais avec une forte détermination, cela a été possible en
2020".
En 2019, la Tanzanie a enregistré une croissance de 7 %, ce qui
fait du pays l'une des économies les plus
dynamiques d'Afrique. En se hissant au rang
de pays à revenu intermédiaire inférieur, la Tanzanie rejoint le Kenya comme
l'un des deux seuls pays
d'Afrique de l'Est à avoir atteint ce niveau.
La Tanzanie vise à atteindre le rang de pays à revenu
moyen
d'ici
2025, ce qui indiquerait une
économie compétitive capable d'une
croissance durable, des emplois de
qualité, la paix, la stabilité, l'unité et la
bonne gouvernance, et une société bien éduquée.
Hassan Abbasi a également souligné que le renforcement de
l'éthique au sein du gouvernement, la mise en œuvre de projets
phares et l'investissement dans le développement humain ont
aidé le pays à obtenir ce statut amélioré.

prévaut en Afrique fonctionne à l'avantage de certains pays
africains pendant cette période.
La gestion de l'épidémie d'Ebola dans la République démocratique du Congo a été saluée comme un exemple à suivre dans
la lutte contre COVID-19 dans un article d'opinion du 25 juin
paru dans le Guardian, du Directeur de l'Organisation Mondiale de la Santé, le Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus. Intitulé
"Les virus ne font pas de pause. Le monde peut prendre des
leçons de la manière dont la RDC bat le virus Ebola", le Dr
Tedros a écrit que parce que les Congolais ont cru en la science,
la communauté, les données et la coopération avec les institutions internationales, la nation a presque réussi à vaincre le virus
Ebola. Il a ajouté que l'expérience de la RDC avec le virus Ebola
a préparé le pays à prendre des mesures de protection eﬃcaces
dès maintenant.
Récemment investi, le Chef de l’Etat du Burundi Evariste
Ndayishimiye a lancé le programme “Je ne serai pas infecté et je
ne propagerai pas COVID-19", selon l'Associated Press. Cela
contraste fortement avec son prédécesseur, qui a minimisé la
pandémie jusqu'à sa mort récente, prétendument due à COVID19. De nombreux réfugiés et demandeurs d'asile du Burundi
vivent dans le Maine. Ils ont été attristés par plusieurs décès de
COVID-19 au Burundi, de sorte que cette nouvelle à propos du
nouveau président qui prend la pandémie au sérieux apporte un
soulagement bienvenu.
Aljazeera rapporte que l'Afrique du Sud ne va pas bien et que
le pays représente 40 % de tous les cas conﬁrmés en Afrique. L'université Johns Hopkins fait état de plus de 4 079 décès en
Afrique du Sud. Le président Ramaphosa est apparu à la télévision pour annoncer un couvre-feu nocturne, ainsi que l'interdiction de la vente d'alcool, deux mesures destinées à prévenir
les accidents et à préserver les lits d'hôpitaux pour les patients
atteints de COVID-19. Il a rendu obligatoire le port de
masques.
Les pays d'Afrique se rassemblent
pour trouver une solution à
la crise économique
provoquée par la
p andém ie.
L
e

Did you know?

One in three people who have
COVID-19 in Maine is a person
of color, even though only one
in twenty Mainers is a
person of color.

-L'AFRIQUE ET LA BATAILLE COVID-19 :
QUELQUES NOUVELLES DU CONTINENTPar Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Certains pays d'Afrique signalent un nombre de cas de
COVID-19 en baisse. Parmi ceux-ci, le Rwanda et le Kenya, le
Rwandan New Times faisant état de la réouverture des vols commerciaux pour le 1er août et Kenya Airways devant reprendre
ses vols intérieurs le 15 juillet. La Tunisie, qui dépend du
tourisme, ouvrira ses frontières le 27 juillet, car elle voit son nombre de cas COVID-19 diminuer. Et le nombre de cas en Algérie,
en Tunisie, au Maroc et au Rwanda est si faible que l'Union européenne a annoncé la levée progressive des restrictions de voyage pour ces pays - ce qui n'est pas le cas des États-Unis, où les
citoyens sont actuellement interdits de voyage dans l'UE. Le récent article d’Amjambo Africa "COVID-19 : les cas augmentent
lentement sur le continent africain - pourquoi et comment" a
suggéré que la culture de suivi des décrets gouvernementaux qui

Global
Citizen rapporte que les
dirigeants d'Afrique
de l'Ouest ont promis 25 millions de dollars pour la réponse de la région à la COVID-19,
destinée à soutenir l'éducation, les soins de santé et l'accès à l'assainissement, entre autres initiatives de la Communauté
Économique des États de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (CEDEAO).
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amjambo africa!
swahili Translation
AFRIKA NA VITA DHIDI YA COVID-19 SHASISHO
ZINGINE KUTOKA BARA
Naye Jean Damascene Hakuzimana

Nchi kadhaa barani Afrika zimeripoti idadi ndogo ao upungufu wa kesi. Hizi ni pamoja na Rwanda na Kenya, kutokana na
New Times ya Rwanda ikiripoti kufunguliwa tena kwa safari za
ndege za kibiashara iﬁkapo Agosti tarehe 1 na Kenya Airways
inayo panga kuanzisha misafara ya ndege za ndani mnamo Julai
tarehe 15. Tunisia inayotegemea utalii itafungua mipaka yake
iﬁkapo Julai 27 kadiri nchi itavyoona hesabu za kesi za COVID19 kuendelea kupungua. Na hesabu za kesi huko Algeria,
Tunisia, Moroko, na Rwanda ziko chini sana kiasi kwamba Jumuiya ya Umoja wa Ulaya imetangaza taratibu za kuondowa
vizuizi vya kusaﬁri kwa nchi hizo – Hiyo si kwa Marekani, ambayo raia wake wanazuiliwa kwa sasa kusaﬁri katika Umoja wan
chi za Ulaya. Nakala ya hivi karibuni ya Amjambo Afrika ili
husu "kuongezeka kwa Kesi za COVID-19 kwenye Bara la
Afrika- kwanini na vipi?" iligusia kusema kwamba utamaduni
wa kufuata amri za serikali zilizoenea barani Afrika zinafaa tu
kwa nchi fulani za kiAfrika wakati huu.
Jamuhuri ya Kidemokrasia ya Kongo inayoshugulika na janga
la Ebola ulipongezwa kama mfano ambao nchi nyingine zinaweza kutaka kunakili katika kupiganisha COVID-19 kutokana na kipengee cha maoni cha tarehe Juni 25
kilichoandikwa na Mkurugenzi wa Shirika la Afya Duniani
Daktari Tedros. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus kwenye jarida
the Guardian. Iliyopewa kichwa "Virusi havipumuziki.
Ulimwengu unaweza kujifunza kutokana na jinsi DRC inavyo
shinda Ebola, "Daktari Tedros aliandika kwamba kwa sababu
watu wa Kongo waliamini sayansi, jamii, data, na ushirikiano na
taasisi za kimataifa, taifa limefanikiwa kuwa karibu na kushinda
Ebola. Alisema kwamba uzoefu wa DRC na Ebola umeiandaa
nchi kuchukua sasa hivi hatua madhubuti za kinga.
Hapa karibuni, aliye apishwa kuwa Rais wa Burundi Evariste
Ndayishimiye ameuzindua mpango "Sitaambukizwa na kueneza
COVID-19" kulingana na jarida Associated Press. Hii ni tofauti
kabisa na mtangulizi wake, ambaye hakujali ugonjwa huo hadi
kifo chake cha hivi karibuni, kilicho daiwa kutokana na
COVID-19. Wakimbizi wengi na waomba hifadhi kutoka Burundi wanaishi Maine. Wamesikitishwa na idadi ya vifo vya
COVID-19 nchini Burundi, kwa hivyo habari isemayo kwamba
rais mpya anachukua hatua juu ya ugonjwa huu huleta unafuu wa
kukaribishwa.
Aljazeera imeripoti kwamba Afrika Kusini haifanyi vizuri, na
ya kwamba nchi hiyo inahesabiwa asilimia 40 ya kesi zote zilizothibitishwa barani Afrika. Chuo Kikuu cha Johns Hopkins
kimeripoti zaidi ya vifo 4,079 nchini Afrika Kusini. Rais
Ramaphosa ameonekana kwenye televisheni ili kutangaza
wakati wa kurudi nyumbani wakati wa usiku, na pia marufuku
ya mauzo ya pombe, hatua zote mbili zikikusudia kuzuia ajali, na
kuhifadhi vitanda vya hospitali kwa ajili ya wagonjwa wa
COVID-19. Ameamuru kuvaa vinyago vya uso.
Nchi barani Afrika zimo katika hatua za pamoja ili kuunda
njia ya kutazama pamoja shida za kiuchumi zilizo sababishwa na
janga hili. e Global Citizen imeripoti kwamba viongozi wa
Afrika ya Magharibi waliahidi kiasi cha dolla millioni 25. Kama
jibu ya mkoa huo kwa COVID-19, iliyokusudiwa ili kusaidia
elimu, utunzaji wa afya, na uﬁkiaji wa usaﬁ, miongoni mwa mipango mingine katika Jumuiya ya kiuchumi ya nchi za Africa ya
Magharibi-ECOWAS
SOMALI INARUDI KWA MAFUTA NA GESI
Baada ya karibuni miaka 50 ya vita vya utumiaji silaha na
machafuko mengi ya kiraia yasiokoma, hatua za hivi karibuni za
kurudisha tena mamlaka ya kiserikali, zimeambatana na
ongezeko la juhudi za kimataifa za ulinzi wa amani katika mkoa
huo, ambazo zimeleta utulivu mdogo kwa Somali. Wakichukua
fursa hii ya utulivu mdogo ulioko, nchi inachunguza njia ya
uchimbaji wa mafuta na gesi kwa pwani iliyo nje ya nchi, huko
ikitazamia kuvutia uwekezaji uchumi kwa wageni, kulingana na
oﬀshore-technology.com, ambayo inaripoti kwamba Somalia
imo miongoni mwa maeneo mabaki machache ulimwenguni
iliyo bado na uwezo mkuu wa rasilimali ambazo bado hazijashughulikiwa.
Mnamo mwezi wa Mei, Wizara ya Somalia ya Petroli na Rasilimali za Madini ilitangaza zabuni ya leseni ya pwani iﬁkapo
Agosti 2020 kulingana na matetezi ya ukaribu wake na Yemen
ambayo ni taifa lenye utajiri wa mafuta, Somalia inaweza pia
kuwa na utajiri wa mafuta na gesi. Serikali imeridhia sheria mpya
ya mafuta, ambayo imeanzisha Kampuni ya Kitaifa ya Mafuta
ya Somalia. Kabla ya machafuko ya ki raia ya muda mrefu ya
wenyewe kwa wenyewe ambayo ilianza mwaka wa 1960, nchi
ilikuwaka ikiwekezwa uchumi wake katika uchimbaji wa visima
vya mafuta kwenye pwani kwa kushirikiana na ma kampuni
kama vile ExxonMobil, BP, Texaco, na Shell. Kampuni hizi zina
matumaini ya kupata msingi wa pamoja na Somalia ya karne ya
21 na kulea hii roho mpya ya uchunguzi.

Walakini, licha ya maendeleo ya kiuchumi ya Somalia,
wataalam wanaziona changamoto hapo mbele. Somalia iko
kwenye Pembe la Afrika, na pia ni jirani ya Kenya na Ethiopia,
vivyo hivyo na Yemen isiyo na utulivu ikiwako hapo ngambo
kwenye Ghuba ya Aden. Tena sio vyama vyote vinavyo angalia
kwa jicho nzuri kuanzishwa upya shauku katika mafuta na gesi
- Somalia inakabiliana na vinyume vya mapigano kutoka Puntland na Jubbaland. Na zaidi ya hayo, Somalia na Kenya zimo
katika mabishano juu ya mpaka wao baharini. Juu ya changamoto zingine, COVID-19 imepunguza mwendo wa biashara,
wakati ambapo Somalia inakabiliwa na kuongezeka kwa kesi za
COVID-19. Na Al Shabab, ambalo ni shirika la wanamgambo,
bado linaendesha shughuli zake nchini Somalia, nalo limewauwa watu wengi.
TANZANIA IMEBORESHA KIPATO CHA UCHUMI WA KATI
Naye Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Benki ya Dunia ilitangaza mnamo Julai tarehe 1 kuwa Tanzania imeboreshwa kutoka kiwango cha chini hadi cha chinikatikati kwa kipato. Jumla ya Pato la Kitaifa (Gross National
Income) kwa kila mtu kimeongezeka kutoka $ 1,020 mwaka wa
2018 hadi $ 1,080 mwaka wa 2019, ikizidia $ 1,036 iliyokuwa
inatarajiwa kwa mwaka wa 2019. William G. Battaile amedai kwa blogi yake kwenye tovuti
ya Benki ya Dunia kwamba uboreshaji
wa Tanzania in matukio ya
juhudi za kiuchumi za
nchi katika ukuaji wa
zaidi ya 6% la jumla ya
pato la kitaifa nchini
(GDP) kwa wastani
kwa muongo mmoja
uliopita.
"Nidhamu katika matumizi ya fedha na amani
iliyopo sasa pamoja na
utulivu navyo pia vimesaidia nchi kuwina hali
ya kipato cha katikati
kulingana na Benki ya
Dunia," Hassan Abbasi, aliye
msemaji mkuu wa serikali aliya
tamka kwenye mkutano wa upashaji
habari mjini mkuu Dodoma.
Mafanikio haya yametukia miaka mitano
kabla ya ratiba ya nchi, kulingana na
Chombo cha waandishi wa Habari wa Xhinuanet. Katika Kujibu kwa mafanikio hayo, Rais John
Magufuli wa Tanzania alitoa barua pepe: "Tuli tazamia kuﬁkia
matokeo haya iﬁkapo mwaka wa 2025 lakini kwa dhamira
thabiti hii imewezekana mnamo mwaka wa 2020."
Mnamo mwaka wa 2019, Tanzania ilirekodi ukuaji wa 7%,
ukifanya nchi kuwa miongoni mwa uchumi zinazokua kwa kasi
barani Afrika. Kwa kuruka hadi kuﬁkia kiwango cha mapato ya
chini- katikati, Tanzania inajiunga na Kenya kama moja wapo
ya nchi mbili za Afrika Mashariki ambazo zimefanikiwa kupata
kiwango cha kipato cha chini-katikati.
Tanzania ina lenga kufanikisha kiwango cha kipato cha
katikati iﬁkapo mwaka wa 2025, ambayo ingeonyesha uchumi
wenye ushindani ulio na uwezo wa ukuaji endelevu; kazi bora
zenye hali ya juu; amani, utulivu, umoja, na utawala bora; ikiwa
pamoja na jamii iliyoelimika sana
Hassan Abbasi pia alisisitiza kwamba uimarishaji wa maadili
katika serikali, utekelezaji wa miradi ya bendera, na uwekezaji
uchumi katika maendeleo ya kibinadamu uliisaidia nchi kuﬁkia
ongezeko la hali bora.

SOTE PAMOJA KUPINGA SERA ZA UBAGUZI WA RANGI
“Ibuye ribonetse ntiryica isuka, translated “
Jiwe lililotambuliwa haliwezi umiza jembe
Machi tarehe 12 ilikuwa siku ambayo janga kubwa hili la
ugonjwa wa Covid-19 liligonga rasmi jimbo letu la Maine ikiwa
na kesi yake ya kwanza. Mara tu baada ya hapo, katika matumaini
ya kulinda kila mtu kuwa na afya na usalama, Gavana Janet Mills
alitangaza hali ya hatari. Katika wiki za kwanza kwanza, woga la
lisilojulikana bado ilionekana dhahiri kwenye nyuso wa watu.
Hakuna mtu aliyejua bado jinsi gani virusi hivi vitatugusa, na
sote tulitaka kujifunza jinsi ya kujilinda, pamoja na wapendwa
wetu, kutokana na hatari hii. Kituo cha Maine cha Udhibiti wa
Magonjwa kilipendekeza hatua za kinga ambazo tumezoea sasa
- utengamano wa kijamii, kunawa mikono mara kwa mara, kufunika kikohozi na chafya, pia na takasa maeneo yanayoweza
kuguswa. Zaidi ya yote, kukaa nyumbani ilipendekezwa sana
kama njia bora zaidi ya kukaa salama mbali na virusi.
Kwa bahati mbaya, kukaa nyumbani ilikuwa vigumu sana kwa
watu wengi wenye rangi. Ingawa mashirika na taasisi nyingi, za
kibinafsi na za umma, zilichukua hatua kali kwa kufunga milango yao, na kuwaomba wafanyakazi wao waanze kufanya kazi
wakiwa nyumbani, biashara muhimu kwenye mstari wa mbele huduma za afya, maduka ya mboga, nyumba za kikundi, viwanda vya utengenzaji chakula - vilibaki bila kufungwa.
Na katika Maine, biashara muhimu hivyo
huhudumiwa sana na watu wenye
rangi.
Wakati kesi ya kwanza
ilipotangazwa huko Maine, kila
mtu - watu wa rangi kama vile
na watu weupe waliambiwa na Gavana Mills na Mkurugenzi wa CDC
Daktari Nirav
Shah, kwamba
v i r u s i
havikubag ua
awaye yote ule. Na
katika siku za
mwanzoni,
watu
wengi
waliamini
kuwa hiyo ni kweli.
Hatukujua wakati
huo kwamba virusi vita
shambulia watu kutoka kwa
jamii zetu isivyosawa. Halafu, virusi vilipo pandisha mvuke wake huko Maine, na visa vingi zaidi
vilipogunduliwa, data kutoka kwa Maine CDC ilianza
kufunua tofauti za kutisha ya jinsi watu weupe na watu wa
rangi wamepigwa na virusi.
Katika Maine, watu wa rangi, ambao huwa tu asilimia 7% ya
idadi ya watu, sasa wanahesabiwa kuwa zaidi ya asilimia 32% ya
jumla ya idadi ya kesi za Covid-19. Sababu za athari hii isiyo na
kipimo ni pamoja na hali ambayo watu wengi wa rangi waishi
ndani kwa sababu ya hali ngumu ya kifedha,inayo wa fanya
kutengwa ao kujifungia nyumbani kuwa vigumu; upatikanaji
duni wa huduma za afya, iki sababisha hali mbovu ya matibabu;
hali wakiendelea kufanya kazi katika huduma za mstari wa mbele
licha kuwa tia hatarini kwa sababu ya mahitaji ya kifedha. Kwa
namna ingine, matokeo haya yanahusiana na sera za ubaguzi wa
rangi.
Viongozi wa wahamiaji, viongozi wa waLatino, viongozi wa
Kikabila, na viongozi kutoka jamii ya Wamarekani wa asili na
jamii wenye asili ya KiAfrika wote wana wasiwasi kubwa sana
ajili ya afya na usalama wa watu wao. Hivi majuzi viongozi hao
walishiriki mkutano wa waandishi wa habari, ambapo walielezea
wasiwasi wao mkubwa, ikiwemo pamoja na maeneo muhimu
ambayo huwaathiri kijamii na kiuchumi na ambayo ni lazima
ibadilishwe, na walimuoba Gavana Mills kufanya kazi pamoja
nao ili kuzuia uharibifu zaidi hapo mbeleni.
Hivi karibuni, nilijadili kuhusu ubaguzi wa rangi, na jinsi gani
ya kubadilisha mfumo huo, na Rev Kenneth I. Lewis, Jr., Mchungaji Mwandamizi kwa Kanisa la Green Memorial African
Methodist Episcopal Zion huko Portland (kiunga na mahojiano
kwenye wavuti), ambaye aliteuliwa na Gavana Mills mnamo Juni
30 kwa Tume ya Kudumu ya kuchunguza Hali ya Makabila, ya
kiAsili, na Mataifa ya kikabila ya Maine, ambayo inalenga
kushughulikia ukosefu wa kutendewa sawasawa uliomo Maine.
Mchungaji Lewis alizungumzia juu ya hitaji lililoko la viongozi
weusi kutoka jamii tofauti huko Maine – wakiwemo wahamiaji
na wa Marekani wa Asili ya Kiafrika - kuungana, akisisitiza
umuhimu wa kufanya kazi pamoja kwa niaba ya jamii nzima
kusemesha ukweli ili ku pinga kwa nguvu ubaguzi wa rangi huko
Maine.
Ninawasihi watu wote wa rangi kuungana na kutumia sauti
yetu ya pamoja kutetea kwa sauti ajili ya mabadiliko tunayoyahitaji kuona yanatokea katika jamii yetu ya Maine.

Did you know?

Black people in Maine
make up almost 26% of the
total COVID-19 cases for
whom race is known.
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amjamboafrica.com
somali Translation
AFRIKA IYO COVID-19 DAGALKI LAGULA JIRAY.
CUSBOONEYSIINTA QAAR KA MID AH QAARADDA.
Waxaa qora: Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Dalal badan oo Afrikaan ah ayaa sheegaya tiro yar ama hoos
u dhacaya tirada kiisaska. Kuwaas waxaa ka mid ah Rwanda iyo
Kenya, iyadoo RWandan New Times ay soo warinayan in dib
loo furey duullimaadyadii ganacsiga ee 1-da Agoosto iyo Kenya
Airways of iyoduna bilaabeyso inay dib u bilawdo duulimaadyadii maxalliga ahaa July 15-keedii. Tunisiya oo ay ku tiirsan Dalxiis aya iyoduna furi doonta xuduudeeda 27-ka July
sida dalku u arko COVID- 19 kiis tira hoos u dhictanka.
Tirooyinka kiisaska ee Algeria, Tuniisiya, Morocco, iyo Rwanda
ayaa aad u hooseeya oo Midowga Yurub wuxuu ku dhawaaqay
qaadashada safarka ee tartiib-tartiib ah.
Maamulka Jamhuuriyadda Dimuqraadiga ah ee Kongo oo
cudurka Ebola ku soo qaatay tusaale, tusayana wadamada kale
laga yaabo inay rabaan inay ku daydaan la dagaalitanka cudurka
loo yaqano COVID-19. Bsha Juun 25 ee qormada ﬁkirka ah oo
uu soo saaray Madaxa Ururka Caaﬁmaadka Aduunka Dr Tedros
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus ee kaaliyaha. Cinwaan looga
dhigay “Fayrasyadu ma qaataan biririf. Dunidu waxay wax ka
baran kartaa sida ay DRC u garaacayso Ebola, ”Dr Tedros ayaa
qoray in sababta oo ah dadka reer Kongo ay aaminsan yihiin
sayniska, bulshada, xogta, iyo iskaashiga hay'adaha caalamiga ah,
Dhawaan madaxweynaha loo dhaariyay Burundi ( Evariste
Ndayishimiye) ayaa bilaabay barnaamijka “Kama qaadin cudurka mana faaﬁn doono COVID-19” sida ay qortay wakaaladda
wararka ee Associated Press. Tani waxay si aad ah uga duwan
tahay kuwii ka horreeyay, kaasoo hoos u dhigay masiibada ilaa
dhimashadiisii ugu dambaysay, sida la sheegay ka yimid
COVID-19. Qaxooti badan iyo magangalyo-doon ka soo jeeda
Burundi ayaa ku nool Maine. Waxay ka murugoodeen dhowr
dil oo COVID-19 ah oo ka dhacay Burundi, sidaa darteed
wararka sheegaya in madaxweynaha cusub uu qaadanayo cudurka faafa si dhab ah ayaa loo soo dhoweynaya. Wuxu faray kuna
qaybidona in la xidho wajiga.
Wadamada ku yaal qaarada Afrika ayaa si wada jir ah isugu
abaabulaya sidii ay ugudbi lahaayeen dariiqa looga gudbo
dhibaatada dhaqaale ee sababay masiibada. Global Citizen ayaa
soo warinaysa in hoggaamiyeyaasha Galbeedka Afrika ay ku yabooheen $ 25 milyan. dhinaca jawaabta gobolka ee COVID19, oo loogu talagalay in lagu taageero waxbarashada, daryeelka
caaﬁmaadka, iyo marin u helka fayadhowrka, oo ka mid ah
dadaallada kale ee Bulshada Dhaqaalaha Galbeedka AfrikaECOWAS.
TANSAANIYA WAXAY KOR U QAADDAY
DHAQAALAHA DAKHLIGA DHEXEWaxaa qoray Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Bangiga Aduunka ayaa 1dii Luulyo shaaciyay in Tansaaniya ay
kor u kacday heerka dakhligeedu hooseeyo iyo kan hoose.
Dakhliga Guud ee Qaranka (GNI) halkii qofba wuxuu ka kordhay $ 1,020 2018 ilaa $ 1,080 sanadka 2019, kaasoo ka sarreeya $ 1,036 ee la ﬁlayay 2019. William G. Tansaaniya waa wax
soo saarka waxqabadka dhaqaale ee dalka ee 6% wax soosaarka
guud ee guud ee dalka (GDP) celcelis ahaan waayihii hore.
"Anshax marinta qarashka maaliyadeed iyo nabada iyo xasilloonida jirta iyo xasiloonida ayaa sidoo kale ka caawisay dalka
in uu kasbado dakhli dhexe oo ka yimid Bangiga Aduunka,\"
ayuu yiri Hassan Abbasi, af hayeenka guud ee dowlada oo shir
jaraa'id ku qabtay caasimada Dodoma.
Guushan ayaa dhacday shan sano ka hor jadwalka dalka, sida
laga soo xigtay Wakaaladda Wararka ee Xhinuanet. Iygo soo ka
jawaabaya guusha, Madaxweynaha John Magufuli ee Tansaaniya
ayaa bartiisa Twitter-ka soo qoray 'Waxaan saadaalinnay inaan
gaarno heerkan marka la gaaro 2025 laakiin go'aan adag ayaa
tanay suuragal noqotay sannadka 2020.'Dadka 2019, Tansaaniya
waxay diiwaangelisay koboca 7%, taasoo ka dhigaysa dalka mid
ka mid ah kuwa ugu dhaqsaha badan. dhaqaala koritaka ee
qaarada Afrika. Isagoo u boodaya darajada dakhliga hoose.
Tansaaniya iyo kanya waxay ku biran laboda wadadan ee Kaliya
ee helay darajo dakhli dhexe dhinaca Bariga Afrika.
Tansaaniya waxay higsaneysaa in ay gaadho heerka dakhliga
dhexe marka la gaaro 2025-ka, taas oo muujinaysa dhaqaale
competitive tartan oo awood u leh koritaanka waara; shaqooyin
tayo sare leh; nabad, xasilooni, midnimo, iyo maamul wanaag;
iyo bulsho aqoon leh. Ab Xasan Abbasi wuxuu sidoo kale
carabka ku adkeeyay xoojinta anshaxa ee dowladda, hirgelinta
mashaariicda calanka, iyo maalgashiga horumarinta aadanaha ay
ka caawiyeen dalka inuu kasbado heerka uu ku sugan yahay.
"Ibuye ribonetse ntiryica isuka." Hadalkani waa mid caan ka
ah Kinyamulenge, oo micnaheedu yahay," Dhagax la aqoonsaday
mar dambe ma dhaawici doono hoe."
12-kii Maarso waxay ahayd maalintii faaﬁtaanka COVID-19
uu si rasmi ah ugu dhacay xaaladdeena wanaagsan ee Maine kiiskeedii ugu horreeyay. Markiiba ka dib, rajada laga qabo in qof
walba laga helo caaﬁmaad iyo amaan, Gov. Janet Mills waxay ku

dhawaaqday xaalad iyo xaalado degdeg ah. Toddobaadyadii ugu
horreeyay, cabsida aan la garanayn waxay ka muuqatay wajiyada
dadka. Mana jiro qof ogaa sida fayrasku usameenayo, dhamaanteen waxaan rabnay inaan baranno sida aan naeenna iyo kuwa
aan jecel nahay uga ilaalino qatarta. Xarunta Maine ee
Xakameynta Cudurku waxay ku talisay kahortagga iyo tillaabooyin aan horay noogu baranay - mashquulinta bulshada,
dhaqida gacmaha oo isdabajoog ah, daboolida qufaca iyo hindhisada, iyo nadiiﬁnta meelaha la taabto. Iskusoo wada duuboo,
joogitaanka guriga ayaa si aad ah loogu taliyay sida ugu waxtarka
badan ee looga badbaado fayraska.
Nasiib darrose, joogitaanka gurigu aad bay ugu adkaatay dadka
midabka badan leh inay sameeyaan. In kasta oo hay’ado iyo
hay'ado badan, kuwa gaarka loo leeyahay iyo kuwa dawladubaba
ay qaateen talaabada xad dhaaa ah ee ay albaabada u xidheen oo
ay ka codsanayaan shaqaalahooda inay ka shaqeeyaan guriga,
ganacsiyada saa hore ee muhiimka ah - daryeelka caaﬁmaadka,
dukaamada raashinka, guryaha kooxaha, warshadeynta cuntada
- ayaa wali furan. Iyo gudaha Maine, ganacsiyadaas lama huraanka ah waxaa si aad ah ugu shaqeeya dadka madow.
Farqiga u dhexeeya sida dadka cadaanka ah iyo dadka midabka
leh uu virus ugu haleelay Maine, dadka midabka leh waxay ka
kooban yihiin 7% kaliya dadweynaha, laakiin hadda waxay
tiriyaan in kabadan 32% gobolka. tirada guud ee COVID-19
kiis. Sababaha saameyntan aan loo kala saarin ayaa waxaa ka mid
ah xaaladaha dadku ku badan yahay ee ay dad badan oo midab leh
ay ku noolaan karaan sababtoo ah duruufo dhaqaale oo adag, iyagoo ka dhigaya go'doomin iyo gooni u goosad adag; helitaan ku
ﬁlan oo daryeel caaﬁmaad ah, taasoo dhalisay sababaha xaaladaha
caaﬁmaad ee hoosta ku jira; iyo daruuriga ah in la sii wado ka
shaqeynta shaqooyinka saa hore inkasta oo ay jiraan qatarta
jirta awgeed. Si kale haddii loo dhigo, natiijooyinka waxay la xiriiraan siyaasadaha cunsuriyadda.
Hoggaamiyeyaasha soogalootiga, hoggaamiyeyaasha Latinx,
hoggaamiyeyaasha qabaa'ilka, iyo hoggaamiyeyaasha ka soo jeeda
Mareykanka ee u dhashay Mareykanka Mareykanka ayaa dhammaantood si weyn uga walaacsan caaﬁmaadka iyo amniga dadkooda. Dhawaan hoggaamiyeyaashani waxay marti-geliyeen
shir-saxaafadeed, halkaas oo ay ku muujiyeen dareenkooda ugu
weyn, oo ay ka mid yihiin meelaha muhiimka ah ee bulsho ahaan
iyo dhaqaale ahaan saameyn ku leh beelahooda oo ay tahay in la
beddelo, waxayna ka codsadeen Gov. Mills inay kala shaqeeyaan
iyaga ka hortagga musiibo kale. Dhawaan, wareysigii ugu horreeyay ee ﬁidiyoow ee Amjambo Afrika, waxaan kaga wada hadlay cunsuriyadda iyo sida loo beddelo nidaamka, Rev. Kenneth I.
Lewis Jr., wadaadka sare ee kaniisada Green Memorial African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church ee Portland. Bishii Juun 30,
waxaa magacaabey Gov. Mills to Guddiyada Joogtada ah ee Xaaladda Cunsuriyad, Asal ahaan, iyo Dadweynaha Maine, oo diiradda saaraya wax ka qabashada sinnaan la'aanta Maine. Rev.
Lewis wuxuu ka hadlay baahida loo qabo hogaamiyaasha
madoow ee ka soo kala jeeda bulshooyinka kala duwan ee Maine
- soogalootiga iyo dhalashada Mareykanka ee u dhashay
Mareykanka Mareykanka - si loo mideeyo, isagoo carrabka ku
adkeeyay muhiimadda ay leedahay in si wada jir ah looga wada
shaqeeyo bulshada oo dhan inay runta ka hadlaan awoodda ku
saabsan cunsuriyadda Maine. Waxaan ku soo biirayaa Rev. Lewis
anigoo ku boorinaya dhamaan dadka midabeysan inay meel
iskugu yimaadaan iyo inaga xoogga codkeena wadajirka ah si sare
loogu doodo isbedelka aan u baahanahay inaan ku aragno bulshadayada Maine.
SOOMAALIYA WAXAY DIB UGU NOQOTAY SALIIDA IYO GAASKA
Waxaa qoray Damascene
Kadib ku dhawaad 50 sano oo dagaalo hubaysan iyo dagaalo
sokeeye, ayaa dhawaan waxaa socda dhaqdhaqaaq dib loogu
dhisayo awooda dowlada, oo ay weheliso kordhin caalami ah.
dadaalada nabad ilaalinta ee gobolka, waxay xasilloonidarro ku
soo celiyeen Soomaaliya. Ka faa iideysiga xasilloonidooda cusub,
waddanku wuxuu baarayaa soo saarista saliida iyo gaaska badda
waxayna raadinayaan inay soo jiitaan maalgashi shisheeye, sida
laga soo xigtay oﬀshore-technology.com. Websaydhka ayaa soo
sheegaya in Soomaaliya ay ka mid tahay dhulal dhowr ah oo ka
haray adduunka oo leh awood ay ku heli karaan kheyraadka aan
cidna ka faa'iideysan.
Bishii Meey, Wasaaradda Batroolka iyo Macdanta Soomaaliya
waxay ku dhawaaqday inay dalbaneyso ruqsad siinta xeebaha laga
bilaabo bisha Ogosto 2020. Tani waxay ku saleysan tahay mala
awaal ah in, marka la eego jiritaanka juquraaﬁ ahaan ay u leedahay Yemen oo hodanka ku ah saliida, Soomaaliya ayaa sidoo kale
hodan ku ah saliida iyo gaaska.
Xukuumadda ayaa Ansixisay sharci batrool oo cusub, kaas oo
dhidibada u taagay Shirkadda Qaranka ee Shidaalka Soomaaliya.
Kahor xasuuqii sokeeye ee sokeeye ee bilaawday 1960-yadii,
wadanka waxaa lagu maalgaliyay qoditaanka saliida dhanka
badaha iyadoo lala kaashanayo shirkadaha sida ExxonMobil, BP,
Texaco, iyo Shell. Shirkadahaani waxay rajeynayaan inay helaan
wax la wadaago Soomaaliya qarnigii 21aad isla markaana kobciya ﬁkirka cusub ee sahaminta. Si kastaba ha noqotee, in kasta oo
ay jirto horumarka dhaqaale ee Soomaaliya, khubaradu waxay u

arkaan caqabado hor yaalla. Soomaaliya waxay ku taal geeska
Afrika, waxayna deris la tahay Kenya iyo Itoobiya, iyo sidoo kale
Yemen oo aan degganayn oo keliya Gacanka Cadmeed. Iyo in
dhammaan dhinacyada aysan ﬁirinaynin xiisaha dib u soo cusbooneysiinta ee saliida iyo gaaska - Soomaaliya waxay wajaheysaa dib u dhac ku yimaada Puntland iyo Jubbaland.
Intaas waxaa sii dheer, Soomaaliya iyo Kenya ayaa ku muransan xadka badda. Dhanka caqabadaha kale, COVID-19 ayaa
hoos u dhigay meheradda, halka Soomaaliya ay wajahayso kiisaska sii kordhaya ee COVID-19. Kooxda Al-shabaab oo ah
urur miliishiyo ah ayaa ka hawlgala Soomaaliya waxayna dileen
dad badan.

Canada-U.S. ‘Safe Third Country Agreement’
remains in effect for six months
e “Safe ird Country Agreement” between Canada and
the United States was found unconstitutional by a Federal
Court in Canada on July 22, 2020. But the decision does not
take eﬀect for six months. Until then, individuals who arrive
at the border to make a refugee claim in Canada will almost
deﬁnitely be sent back to the United States, where they could
be jailed and put in deportation proceedings.
ere are some exceptions to the Safe ird Country Agreement, including for people who have certain speciﬁc types of
family members who are either Canadian citizens or have certain speciﬁc types of status in Canada.
Another exception to the agreement for unaccompanied minors, that is, children under the age of 18 without a parent in
the U.S. or Canada.
ere is also an exception for people who have certain visas
or other travel documents allowing them to go to Canada, or
for people coming from countries whose citizens do not currently need a visa to go to Canada. One such country is Mexico.
Before traveling to the border, anyone considering making a
refugee claim in Canada at this time should consult a lawyer
who is qualiﬁed to practice Canadian immigration and
refugee law. It is important to understand that anyone who arrives at an oﬃcial Canadian land border or port of entry to
make a refugee claim will most likely be sent back to the
United States, unless they qualify for an exception to the Safe
ird Country Agreement.
Some regions in the U.S. are seeing an increase in requests
for information about ﬁling a refugee claim in Canada, and
an increased number of people are arriving at the border with
the hopes of crossing into Canada.
Previously, people who could not get refugee status in the
U.S. entered Canada through irregular crossings, for example
at Roxham Road in Champlain, New York. However, now
those outlets are closed due to COVID-19 border closures.
e Canadian government has said that it will send people
back to the United States wherever they catch people trying to
cross the border outside of oﬃcial border crossings.
e following organizations can provide more information:
Canadian Council for Refugees
https://ccrweb.ca/en/safe-third-country
Bridges not Borders
http://www.bridgesnotborders.ca/
Peace Bridge Newcomer Center
https://peacebridgenewcomercentre.ca/
UNHCR Canada
https://www.unhcr.ca/newsroom/key-information-asylumseekers/
Plattsburgh Cares
https://plattsburghcares.org/
Vive/Jericho Road
https://www.jrchc.org/vive/information-for-asylum-seekers/
University of Detroit Mercy School of Law Immigration
Clinic taxi313@yahoo.com or 313-444-9222
(telephone/WhatsApp/ Signal)
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COVID-19
tips & resources
Despite the re-opening of many stores, restaurants, and other businesses, COVID-19 is
still a very real threat in Maine. No one knows if the state will be able to avoid a second wave
of cases, and communities of color continue to suﬀer illness and deaths from the virus. For
the good of yourself, your family, and the whole state of Maine, please take care and follow
CDC recommendations: Maintain physical distance of at least six feet with people outside your household • Wear cloth face coverings in public settings where physical distancing is hard to maintain • Wash your hands frequently with soap and water for at least
20 seconds • Avoid close contact with people who are sick • Avoid touching your eyes,
nose, and mouth with unwashed hands • Stay home as much as possible
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Mills administration slowly implementing strategies aimed at reducing COVID-19 disparities
By Kathreen Harrison
e coronavirus pandemic continues to slam Maine’s communities of color at a rate of three
times greater than in the white population, according to data provided on the Maine Center for
Disease Control (Maine CDC) website. As has been widely reported both within and outside
Maine, this disproportionate rate of infection along racial and ethnic lines tops the nation’s charts.
Recently, the Mills administration began slowly implementing some targeted strategies aimed
at reduction of this disproportionate rate of infection, such as free
testing clinics within neighborhoods in Lewiston and Portland
that are characterized by dense
housing. e ﬁrst such clinic in
Portland was held at Sagamore Village on July 15, and the second was
on July 27 at Riverton Park, with
more to follow in the coming weeks
in all Portland Housing Authority
neighborhoods. e clinics are
being organized by Portland Housing Authority with the City of Portland Public Health Division,
Northern Light Mercy Hospital,
Greater Portland Health, Catholic
Charities, Maine Immigrant Rights
Coalition, and the Maine CDC.
Lewiston established two centralized testing sites in late spring, the
ﬁrst of which was the B Street
Health Center. However, according
to Abdulkerim Said, Executive Director of New Mainers Health Initiative in Lewiston, those remained
Testing clinic in Lewiston organized by L/A
underutilized until the L/A New
New Mainer COVID-19 Task Force
Mainer COVID-19 Task Force organized a day of walk-in testing on July 25. In advance of the clinic, task force members spent a great
deal of time educating community members about testing, and explaining why testing is both important and safe. Said reported that 64 individuals were tested within four hours. Requests for
free, easily-accessed, walk-in testing sites have been a request of immigrant leaders since midMarch.
Four months ago, immigrant leaders asked the Mills administration to hire immigrants to
serve as contact tracers and health care workers. ey have repeatedly said this would be a crucial step in the ﬁght to prevent community outbreaks. is suggestion was ﬁrst made to the Mills
administration on March 13, one day aer Maine reported its ﬁrst conﬁrmed case of the virus.
At a meeting with Dr. Nirav Shah, Director of the Maine CDC, that included over 80 people representing many organizations and targeting the health needs of immigrant communities during
the crisis. At that meeting – and again repeatedly in the intervening months – immigrant leaders reminded the administration that culturally and linguistically competent health care workers, who are already trusted by members of the communities, would be the most eﬀective in
preventing COVID-19 outbreaks.
On July 22, the Migration Policy Institute released “Underutilized High-Skilled Immigrants
with Health Care Degrees Represent Untapped Pool of Talent as U.S. Struggles with COVID19,” a report calling for immigrants with a background in health care to be seriously considered
as a potentially valuable resource for addressing the public health crisis. e report by Migration
Policy Institute authors Jeanne Batalova, Michael Fix, and Sarah Pierce states that, as COVID19 continues to spread at a high rate through immigrant and minority communities, immigrants
are “… a potentially valuable resource in providing linguistically and culturally competent care and
serving as a public health resource in their communities.” e authors suggest hiring immigrants
to ﬁll contact tracer positions as well as other health care positions.
“ey (immigrants with some health care training) could also bolster the rapidly expanding
workforce engaged in contact tracing, bringing to bear their linguistic and cultural competencies…. Given that these language and cultural skills may allow them to communicate more effectively on sensitive topics such as disease and the movements and associations of a person
possibly exposed to the coronavirus...this talent pool could be tapped as contact tracers as states
ramp up testing and tracing…. With the disease spreading particularly fast among Latino and
other immigrant and minority communities, broad demand for the kind of skills that many underutilized immigrants with health degrees oﬀer should be high not just in tracing networks,
but in other emergency and nonemergency settings,” the authors wrote.
Maine’s immigrant community leaders have repeatedly noted that contract tracers who are
drawn from white communities are unlikely to be successful in communicating with many New
Mainers at a time of heightened anxiety, such as during a frightening pandemic. ey have also
said that in the anti-immigrant climate fostered by the current administration, and in the context of new public-charge rules aimed at reducing access to green cards that went into eﬀect just
before the health crisis hit, immigrants are especially reluctant to share personal information
with untrusted sources.
Various leaders have asked Maine’s Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to
establish closer ties with community-based organizations that had already been working on the
ground for free since March, trying to stave oﬀ community transmission. e state ﬁnally oﬀered
a modest contract to Catholic Charities of Maine and Community Action Programs (CAP)
agencies, but immigrant-led organizations were not directly represented in the contract. Meanwhile, the Maine CDC invested in Sara Alert, an expensive, web-based tool geared to local, English-speaking populations. e state has assured organizations that they will issue a second round
of funding in the future and will do a better job of working directly with immigrant-led organizations.
As of July 26, the New York Times reported that over 4,221,900 people have been infected with
COVID-19 and 146,500 people have died nationwide since the crisis began. In comparison,
Maine’s rates are extremely low, with 3,814 cases and 119 deaths so far, and case rates trending
downward. However, the impact of the virus on immigrant communities has remained dispro-

portionately strong in relation to other populations in Maine. By July 26, case rates of infection in
Cumberland, Androscoggin, and
York counties – home to the largest
numbers of immigrants in the state
– were between two and four times
higher than the next most infected
counties, Kennebec and Waldo.
According to members of Maine’s
immigrant communities and their
allies, grief, rage, disappointment,
pain, and fear have mounted as the
number of community members
testing positive has grown. e general feeling is that the state’s eﬀorts
to prevent spread are working too
slowly, that state resources should be
prioritized to reach the communities
that need them most, and that some
important requests made in meetings with diﬀerent oﬃcials have still
not been met. ese requests include
the formation of a state-level task
force that would include immigrants
and other minorities at decisionmaking tables, to ensure that the administration responds to the
pandemic in culturally and linguistiMufalo Chitam on hand at Sagamore Village
cally appropriate ways.

on testing day

Above: Physical distancing
and PPE at
Sagamore
Village

Right: Masks
were available
for anyone arriving without
one
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by Gene Ardito
Credit unions and
banks have many
loan options to
help you build
credit. When you
take out a loan and
are able to show a
good repayment
history, you will
begin to build credit because your payments
are recorded by the credit reporting agencies.
It is important to always pay on time, to only
take out a loan you can aﬀord, and to stay in
communication with the credit union or bank
if you are having trouble making payments. If
you want to build good credit, you are probably wondering where to start.
Unsecured or Secured?
When you borrow money, there are two types
of loans: secured and unsecured. With an unsecured loan, you don’t need any collateral (a
physical item you pledge as security) and you
get the funds right away to use on whatever
you like. Some unsecured loan types are a personal loan, a line of credit, or a credit card.
ese are usually loans for smaller amounts,
which are ideal for building credit with
demonstrated on time payments. Interest rates
are typically higher than for secured loans.
With secured loans, you do need to pledge
an item as collateral. e item you are purchasing usually qualiﬁes as the collateral, such
as a car or boat. You can also secure a loan with
money in your savings account. Because there
is an item of value that can be collected upon if
the loan is not repaid, the interest rate is lower
and secured loans may be easier to obtain.
Options
Personal loans are typically used for a one-time
purchase. ey build your credit as you pay it
back. e interest rate is usually ﬁxed, and payments are the same every month until the loan
is repaid. Each on-time payment creates a
record in your credit history and, over time,
these monthly records help generate a credit
score. You can use the funds however you like,
such as for a vacation, security deposit on an
apartment, or even catching up on bills.
With a line of credit, you are approved up to
a certain dollar amount, but do not need to
use it all at once. Your payments and the
amount of interest you pay are determined by
the amount you owe at any given time. is is
a revolving account, which means that once
you pay the money back, it is available again
for you to use, as long as the account is in good
standing. Each monthly payment is recorded
in your credit history. It is important to not always use the full amount available, as that may
adversely impact your credit. When you want
to use funds from the line of credit, you can
transfer the money into your checking account
and use your debit card, write a check, or withdraw cash at your credit union or bank.
A credit card is very similar to a line of
credit, but gives you a card for purchases.
When you have very little credit or no score at
all, you may need to put down a security deposit to be approved. is becomes a “secured
credit card.” With a good repayment history,
the ﬁnancial institution may give you back
your deposit (upon request) and upgrade you
to an unsecured credit card with better terms
such as a lower interest rate and a higher credit
limit.
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by ProsperityME staﬀ
“Why is my employer or landlord running a credit
check?” you may ask
yourself. “What is it, and
why is that important?”
Because many life necessities are expensive and
would require years of
saving to acquire by paying cash, many Americans
pay for home appliances,
cars, education, and other
higher cost needs via credit. Credit is a system in
which consumers are able to borrow money from
banks, credit unions, and other lenders at the time of
a purchase. Lenders want to be repaid, so they lend
to people who can show that they have been reliable
in repaying previous loans and lines of credit.
But how do they determine who is reliable? Lenders
all over the country report consumer repayments to
at least three major credit reporting agencies. ese
agencies generate “credit reports” that include detailed information on your ﬁnancial history. Each report summarizes the ﬁndings in a “credit score” – a
number that is meant to reﬂect the ﬁnancial reliability of the consumer. Lenders use these numbers to
help them decide to approve a loan application or
grant a line of credit.
Borrowers with the highest credit scores are more
likely to be approved for new lines of credit and usually are oﬀered the lowest and best interest rates. (Interest is the amount you pay to be able to borrow
money or obtain goods over time, so it’s best to get
the lowest rate possible!)
Credit scores range from 300 to 850. Low scores are
“bad” and high scores are “good.” Your score goes up
when your:
• Bills are paid on time – including all utilities, rent,
loans, and credit card payments
• Overall credit usage is kept under 30% of the available funds
• Lines of open credit are in good standing with a
lender for 5-10 years or more
Your credit score goes down when you:
• Don’t pay your bills on time
• Have “derogatory remarks” on your credit report
• Use all your available credit and “max out” credit
cards
• Open too many new lines of credit at once
• Close an account or line of credit
Your credit score can impact more than your ability to purchase goods. Landlords may use a credit
score to see if an applicant is capable of paying rent on
time. Employers may want to know if you are responsible and may consider a credit score a useful
metric of reliability. Not knowing your credit score,
having a low credit score, or having no credit at all
can cost you opportunities.
So how do you ﬁnd out what your credit score is, or
if you even have one?
You are legally entitled to view your credit report –
a document of all the personal ﬁnancial information used to calculate a credit score – at no cost,
once every year. ere are many services that will
consolidate this information for you but we recommend using http://www.annualcreditreport.com/
to request each credit score, as it is the only federally recognized, free, credit reporting service.
e three credit reporting agencies are:
• Transunion • Equifax • Experian
You will need to request each report separately. It will
take a few minutes but is worth the eﬀort. When you
Continued on page 20

by Julia Trujillo
Although
COVID-19
has been an
overwhelming challenge
in so many
ways, one of
the advantages of our
new “social
distancing”
lifestyles is that our opportunities for
learning remotely have multiplied, removing the need to live close to a service
in order to access it. In Maine, as in
many other rural states with inadequate
access to transportation, these new offerings are proving especially helpful.
e need to build credit or remedy an
existing “bad credit history” is extremely
important, whether we are thinking of
buying or renting a home, starting a
business, or reaching some other goal.
If you have internet access on a phone,
computer, or a diﬀerent device, live outside of Maine’s urban areas, or simply
want to learn about personal ﬁnances,
this is an opportunity to educate yourself as much as possible! Studying online
is also a great way to improve English
proﬁciency while learning about a very
relevant topic for present and future
prosperity in Maine. Several of the organizations that contribute articles to
this page oﬀer online education, so
check them out.
To ﬁnd a comprehensive list of other
online resources related to credit or
money management, visit the Maine
Jumpstart Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy (www.mejumpstart.org).
Below are a few examples of what is
available to access today:
e Finance Authority of Maine
(FAME) (www.famemaine.com)
FAME oﬀers a variety of free resources,
tools, and classroom materials designed
to assist students, parents, and educators
with understanding the important elements of successful money management.
CA$H Maine (www.cashmaine.org)
CA$H Maine encourages individuals
and families to ﬁnd ways to make the
most of their money. e website lists
online resources and information about
free money management courses.
New Ventures Maine (www.newventuresmaine.org)
New Ventures Maine oﬀers classes,
workshops at no charge to all Maine
adults, with in-person and on-line options, and one-on-one coaching. New
Ventures’ programs encourage and empower anyone who is thinking about
making a change to take steps towards ﬁnancial security, a new career, or a new
business.
More questions? Can’t ﬁnd what you
are looking for? Don’t know where to
go? Contact the City of Portland’s Ofﬁce of Economic Opportunity at
oeo@portlandmaine.gov or look for us
on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. We
will be happy to help.

by Jake Holmes
Within the U.S. ﬁnancial system, credit
is the ability to borrow money to access
goods or services,
with the understanding that you’ll pay
back the funds at a
later time. Credit
unions, banks, and other lenders issue credit to
people who want to obtain something now, but
who either can’t or don’t want to pay for it now.
Before someone is granted any credit, lenders determine the person’s creditworthiness, or how
likely they are to pay the money back in full and
on time.
To determine creditworthiness, or how likely
someone is to make payments, a ﬁnancial institution will usually request a credit report from the
three main credit bureaus – Experian, TransUnion, and Equifax. roughout the year, credit
unions, banks, credit card issuers, and other
lenders report payment history to the bureaus.
On-time payments, late payments, purchases,
credit limits, and balances owed are all reported.
e credit bureaus compile that information to
create a credit report that assesses the likelihood
that the loan applicant will repay the debt. e
information on a credit report helps lenders decide whether or not to grant a loan, and if so,
what the interest rate will be.
An interest rate is the amount a lender charges
for the use of funds. is is expressed as a percentage of the original loan. Someone with a
good credit history is likely to get lower and more
favorable interest rates on loans or credit cards –
meaning someone with a good credit history will
pay less over time than someone with a bad one.
A credit card is an example of revolving credit.
With a credit card, there is a maximum borrowing limit, but the bill doesn’t have to be paid in
full each month. However, you do need to make
the minimum payment, which usually is listed on
the statement. If you decide to make a partial payment instead of paying the balance oﬀ in full, the
remaining balance will carry over to the next
month. If you carry debt from one month to another, you can be charged interest. If you pay your
balance in full each month, you can avoid paying
any interest at all.
For example, let’s say you bought a $1,000 refrigerator with your credit card. We’ll say the interest rate on your credit card is 18% and your
minimum monthly payment is 3% of your balance. At 3%, your minimum payment each
month would be $30. If you only paid the minimum each month, it would take 93 months to
pay oﬀ this one charge on the credit card and you
would have spent $698.38 in interest alone – for
a total of $1,698.38 for the $1,000 refrigerator. If
you paid $200 a month, instead of the minimum
payment of $30, you could pay oﬀ the charge in
six months and you would have spent $47.53 in
interest – for a total of $1,047.53. If you didn’t
carry a balance and simply paid the $1,000 at the
ﬁrst payment due date, you wouldn’t be charged
any interest at all.
Understanding credit is incredibly important,
as it can help you ﬁnance major milestones in
your life such as buying a home or a car, or funding your education. Credit reports are oen
pulled by lenders, landlords, and even employers
– meaning credit inﬂuences all aspects of your
life.

amjamboafrica.com
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On Gardeing |

Mercia Ckaba Thomas

vating Community. Gardening! Now that was something I wanted to try. I turned in my appliWhat do I love about gardening? Well, there is so much to love: the cold, fresh water from the
cation, completed my interview, and boom! I was working in a garden. When I became a mempipes running down my arms, the sun over my head, the dirt beneath my palms, the smell of the
ber of Cultivating Community as a youth grower in the
trees and grass – just being outside and sursummer of 2017, as well as the following year, I found
rounded by nature!
myself wanting to be part of the program again. So I
In all honesty, my love for gardening started
ended up becoming an intern.
when I was much younger, around age seven or
Cultivating Community interests me to this day beeight. Back home in Gabon, my uncle grew
cause it wraps itself around the idea of making a diﬀermasses of fruits and vegetables in front of his
ence and reaching out and helping as many people as
home. Imagine just walking up a hill, and there
possible. Cultivating Community really lives up to its
it all was – tall, vibrant plants all around. I was
mission of seeing people as individuals – and for who
always amazed at the way the plants grew. At
they are – no matter their race, age, or background. Althat age, because I didn’t understand the life
ways being ready to lend a hand has been part of the procycle of plants, I thought there was some type
gram’s mission since it was established in 2001. And this
of magic my uncle used. Looking back, I know
is the main reason I love to garden! To be a part of somenow that it was all hard work and dedication.
thing that makes a diﬀerence in people’s lives. Gardens
My uncle was determined to grow whatever he
do just that.
could, so he took care of his plants.
For a long time, I wanted to be able to help my uncle
I wanted to do the same thing. So each time
in his garden, to help him grow his crops. Now I get the
I visited my uncle in his garden, I would pray
chance to do that. I love that when I grow a seed in a garthat he would allow me to use one of his special
den, that seed grows into a crop, and that crop is used to
tools to dig a hole and plant a seed like I had
help a family. As I have educated myself about food inwatched him do a million times. I wanted to
security, I have learned that being able to provide a famsee what sort of magic I had up my own sleeves
ily with vegetables and fruit goes a long way toward that
and if I could grow something, even something Mercia is second om le, and the rest of the group is the college summer interns,
family’s next good meal.
as small as a ﬂower. But no, each time I was stuck who lead the teens in the garden.
Looking back now at my seven- or eight-year-old self, I no
watering the seeds instead. No weeding, no diglonger have to hide seeds in my pockets. Now I can go into a garden and plant as many seeds as I
ging, no planting, and no harvesting. Just plenty of watering, day aer day. So I started taking
want. I can harvest and deliver good produce to someone else’s front door steps.
packs of seeds from his seed bucket, and hiding them in my pockets. en when I went back home
Gardening is a lot of fun, but it is even more fun when it's something I can use to help others.
I would try planting those seeds in my own backyard.
Mercia is a summer intern at Cultivating Community and a University of Southern Maine student
Fast forward, and the year is 2017. I was in high school sitting in a meeting with my “Make It
entering her sophomore year.
Happen” advisor, and she introduced me to a summer youth gardening program named Culti-

Cooking with Nadine Pembele

|

Fumbwa, a popular Congolese stew made with foraged greens

Nadine Pembele was born in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC) but when she was six years old, she moved to
Belgium with her stepmother, to reunite with her father. She
lived in Belgium until she was 17, then returned to DRC and
lived with her biological mother. While in Belgium, she learned
to cook European style. By the time she returned to DRC,
everyone around her already knew how to cook, so she watched
others and picked up tips, gradually learning on her own how to
cook food from her home region. She considers African food
healthier than American food because meals are balanced,
cooking is from scratch, and very little is fried in oil.
“I love cooking. It brings out my creativity," she said. “In Africa
we don’t use measurements, and we add ingredients to taste,
which allows for personal preference – and in the U.S. I have
to be creative in may ways. For example, to cook fumbwa, I
order the catﬁsh from my brother-in-law, which takes two or three weeks to get here, because it’s too
expensive for me to buy it from African shops in the community here. It’s very special for us now
when we eat it.”
Nadine and her husband have lived in Maine since 2016. She is employed at University of Southern Maine as an Administrative Specialist CL3, where she provides support to two departments. Before arriving here, she and her husband had never heard of Maine. But because of political persecution,
she le a very good job as a marketing manager in DRC in exchange for the uncertain life of an asylum seeker. When they ﬁrst arrived, she had no idea what to do. A pastor introduced Nadine to
Micky Bondo, who encouraged her to attend In Her Presence classes on Saturdays, which she did. Nadine said she felt safe and supported by the program, and it gave her a sense of purpose and hope
about her future in Maine. Both IHP co-founder, Claudette Ndayininahaze and Micky Bondo, felt
almost like mothers or big sisters to her. “I discovered they were really sincere, true people,” Nadine
said.
At ﬁrst, Nadine’s English was not as strong as it is now, and her ﬁrst role at IHP was Facilitator, helping others whose language was less advanced than her own. Aer one year, In Her Presence decided
to open a second site, and the founders asked Nadine if she wanted to coordinate that program, and
do the necessary outreach to recruit new moms to attend classes and learn English. “We worked well
together, and I got on well with everyone,” Nadine said.
“I love cooking. It brings out my creativity," she said. “In Africa we don’t use measurements –
we add ingredients to taste – and in the U.S. I have to be creative. For example, to cook fumbwa, I
order the catﬁsh from my brother-in-law, which takes two or three weeks to get here, because it’s too
expensive for me to buy it from African shops in the community here. It’s very special for us now
when we eat it.”

| Kathreen Harrison

Fumbwa
Ingredients
Dried fumbwa leaves
Tomatoes
Onion
Garlic
All-purpose seasoning
Parsley flakes
Palm oil (if I can’t find this,
Please note: the fumbwa in this recipe should be in dried
I substitute olive oil)
form, rather than esh, as in this photo.
Peanut butter
Smoked dried catfish (you can substitute dried smoked mackerel or tilapia or
another dried, smoked fish)
Directions:
Soak the smoked, dried fish in water overnight or for at least two hours.
Then drain and thoroughly rinse the fish. Boil for 10 minutes or until tender.
Meanwhile, prepare the sauce. Boil the dried fumbwa leaves in water for
about five minutes, or until tender. Add the peanut butter and cook for another
five minutes.
In a separate pan, sauté diced onions, minced garlic, diced fresh tomatoes, and
seasonings in oil until vegetables are soft.
Combine fish and sauce, top with oil, and simmer over low heat.
Serve with ugali, fufu, or chikwange. All three are made of cassava flour and
accompany stews and other soupy dishes.

amjamboafrica.com

Try a Somali flint corn tortilla! |

Bonnie Rukin

If you haven’t yet tried a Somali ﬂint corn tortilla from Tortilleria Pachanga, described in May’s
edition of Amjambo Africa, I encourage you to try one soon!
Liberation Farms’ Somali Bantu farmers are blending cultures as they create new ﬂint corn
products for Maine markets. ey have developed the tortillas in partnership with Lynne Rowe
of Tortilleria Pachanga in Portland, and the product is sold throughout Maine at food co-ops,
natural food stores, and online markets, such as e Lost Kitchen Online Farmers’ Market and
the Maine Market Box.
Recently, Muhidin Libah, the Executive Director of the Somali Bantu Community Association (SBCA), the organization that oversees the farm enterprise, has entered into a contract
with Amber Lambke of Maine Grains in Skowhegan, to process ﬂint corn and create packages
of corn meal for retail sales. Other marketing ideas in discussion are including ﬂint cornmeal in
CSAs at Songbird Farm and Fresh Start Farm. Libah and Farm Manager Hassan Barjin are excited about this year’s crop, and they are eager to expand production and markets when they
move to a permanent farm home in Wales, Maine, at the end of this year.
Liberation Farms has also been part of a postharvest grains pilot project since last year, spearheaded by the Maine Grain Alliance, in collaboration with Slow Money Maine and farm consultant Mark Fulford. With the introduction of improved grain cleaning, drying, and storing
strategies, the farm has been able to have a consistent and high-quality product ready to command a good price in the marketplace. Somali Bantu farmers
continue to use traditional growing
practices while reaping beneﬁts of
more contemporary techniques to
enhance their product for sale. eir
corn contributes to food security for
families in the Lewiston community
and is providing income through
market development.
SBCA Farm Manager Lana
Dracup and Market Coordinator
Kristina Kalolo both men said they
are excited about the transformation
already underway this season, related to farming and marketing
practices. ey also are delighted to
note community support for this
enterprise, which suggests an abundant and satisfying growing season
for Liberation Farms ahead.
Sahro Dukane, Hawa Ibrahim, and Shukari Dikane
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What intersectionality is and why it matters |

Intersectionality is a word you’ve probably seen in your newsfeed or heard in speeches. You might
be curious about why this word is so popular and what it means.
What is intersectionality?
To put it into simple words, intersectionality is the idea that all oppression is interconnected.
Yes, interconnected. Interconnected in the same way that links of a chain are interconnected. Intersectionality acknowledges that everyone has their own unique experiences of discrimination
and oppression, and it forces us to consider everything and anything that can marginalize people – such as race, gender, class, religion, physical ability, sexual orientation, and so on.
Why does intersectionality matter?
Intersectionality reminds us that oppressions are linked. ey cannot be tackled separately. e
more time we spend getting to know someone for who they truly are, accept that no two people
are the same, and stop trying to ﬁt people into one societal box, the better oﬀ we will be as a
human race. We need to look through the lens of intersectionality to eradicate injustice and inequality, or we will continue to support systems
based on inequalities.
What are examples of intersectionality?
For example. I am a Black woman. I might face discrimination from a place of business not because of
my gender (because the business does not discriminate against white women), and not because of my
race (because the business does not discriminate
against Black men), but because of a distinctive
combination of these two factors. When I experience misogyny and racism, my experience of misogyny diﬀers from that of a white woman, and I
experience racism diﬀerently than a Black man.
When someone who belongs to multiple minority
groups feels discriminated against, the complexity
can make it diﬃcult to ﬁgure out how to help.

Leyla Hashi

How Can I Help?
We know that our most marginalized groups are victims of intersectional discrimination and eﬀorts
to silence them. You can work to be an intersectional ally. Here are some suggestions:
1. Listen and learn: At the core of intersectionality is learning and understanding the views of marginalized individuals. Listen so that you are able to meaningfully collaborate with diverse groups.
And remember – it’s not the responsibility of marginalized groups to do all the work of educating others about what they experience.
2. Check your privilege: Every one of your social identities plays into your “privilege” – even if you
did not ask for them. Reﬂect on your identities and ask yourself how they impact the discrimination
you do and don’t experience.
3. Make room: Sit down and ask yourself if you’re the right person to speak up about certain issues.
Remember that sometimes it’s best to let those who experience discrimination and injustice speak. Do
not speak for them and do not speak over them.

Meet the newest member of our team... Leyla Hashi
Leyla Hashi has joined our team to produce a video podcast series, “Moja Africa,” a series of lively
interviews about important topics featuring guests from Maine. A May 2020 graduate of the University of Southern Maine, Hashi plans a career in broadcast journalism. Hashi discovered her interest in journalism on a 2016 trip to Somalia – her ﬁrst since leaving there at the age of four.
While in Somalia, her uncle’s connections got her access to a live production of the evening news.
e anchor was a woman, and Hashi was transﬁxed. “I wanted to feel what that news anchor was
feeling, sitting in that chair. I liked the fast pace, the camera, the angles – the anchor wasn’t fazed
by all the action going on around her. She commanded the space.” While at USM, Hashi held an
internship at WMPG, the university’s radio station, and produced and aired her ﬁrst podcast series, “Refugees of Portland.” at’s where she got her ﬁrst taste of helping others tell their stories,
and she couldn’t get enough. “I want to tell stories of people whose stories don’t get told that
much. I want to tell their truth. I believe there is magic in each person’s story, and I know their story
is their identity,” she said. e ﬁrst episode of Moja Maine will air in the near future. Hashi will also
write a monthly opinion column for Amjambo Aica. Her ﬁrst column, about identity and intersectionality, appears on this page.

"Here at Joe's Wildlife
Photography, you will see the
wonders of the natural world"

207-256-2150
joewildlife1992@gmail.com
joe'swildlifephotography.com
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Election season 2020 has begun!
Tuesday, November 3, is election day in the United States
this year, and candidates at the
municipal, state, and federal levels are all gearing up to make
their cases to the public. In
Maine, Somali-born Yusuf Muse
Yusuf is the ﬁrst immigrant to
enter a race for public oﬃce. He
has declared his candidacy for
Portland School Board AtLarge seat. If he wins in November, he will join nine other ﬁrstand second-generation Mainers
currently holding city council
and school board oﬃces around
the state:
Angela Okafor, Bangor City
Council
Marwa Hassanien, Bangor School Committee Yusuf Yusuf collecting signatures to qualify for
November’s ballot
Soubanh Phanthay, Brewer City Council
Tania Jean-Jacques, RSU 22 School Board
Saﬁya Khalid, Lewiston City Council
Claude Rwaganje, Westbrook City Council
Pious Ali, Portland City Council
Tae Chong, Portland City Council
Deqa Dhalac, South Portland City Council

April Fournier is a candidate for City Council in
Portland

Sara Gideon visited Gateway Community Services in Portland and spoke with Abdullahi
Ali and other members of the community about the work they do.

Maine Stars Soccer Team is heading to Minnesota to participate in a major tournament. e
team is coached by Abdullahi Abdi and sponsored by Gateway Community Services.
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Delegation visits Blaine House to
discuss racial disparities | By Kathreen Harrison

Gov. Janet Mills held a meeting at the Blaine House on July 16 with a small group of African immigrants, one member of Maine’s Latinx community, and Representatives Craig Hickman and Rachel
Talbot Ross, both of whom are African American Mainers
and state lawmakers.
e Governor scheduled the July 16 meeting in response to a June 25 virtual press conference by
Maine’s communities of color, during which numerous speakers described their experience
with COVID-19. See “Communities of color
demand Governor Mills name race a public
health emergency alongside COVID-19” in
the July print issue of Amjambo Aica as well
as on the website. Mufalo Chitam, Rep.
Rachel Talbot Ross, Fatuma Hussein, Abdulkerim Said, Rep. Craig Hickman, Crystal
Cron, and Claude Rwaganje attended the meeting at the Blaine House.
ey requested a strong, proactive response from the
Governor to the disproportionate impact of COVID-19
on communities of color in Maine.
e agenda proposed to the Governor allotted 30 minutes for her response to a list of “priority asks”
that were forwarded to her on July 12, ahead of the meeting. at list built on three demands initially
shared at the press conference. e Governor’s Chief of Staﬀ Jeremy Kennedy accepted the proposed
agenda on the Governor’s behalf.
e meeting ended without clear outcomes, however the Governor responded to the list of “priority asks” by saying she would get back those in attendance.
“I hope what she meant was she would suggest next steps concerning the issues we brought to her,”
said Claude Rwaganje, Executive Director of ProsperityME, and Westbrook City Councilor. “What
we wanted, above all, was to take the message to the Governor that the existing disparities that fall
along racial lines are a crisis, have her declare the pandemic a racist issue, and provide resources to deal
with it. We wanted to take our message to the one person who can be the decision maker.”
Abdulkerim Said, Executive Director of New Mainers Public Health Initiative, said he felt the group
was welcomed well by the Governor, and noted that she had the list of “priority asks” in hand for the
meeting. He is cautiously optimistic that the Governor will return to the group with solid plans to
address the crisis. “We spoke with one strong voice,” he said.
But Mufalo Chitam, Executive Director of Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition, was underwhelmed
by the meeting. “We wanted to talk
about the shocking disparities, and
the Governor’s lack so far of a clear
plan to address those. She did not
commit to anything at the meeting.
I fear that in the same way that
Trump does not want to address
COVID-19, the Governor will not
prioritize addressing the disparities.
We have to continue knocking on
these doors or they won’t open.”
Participants at the June 25 press
conference had asked the Governor
to schedule a follow-up meeting
within one week. e July 16 meeting took place three weeks later,
aer much negotiation about the
format of the follow-up meeting –
if the original press conference
speakers would attend and who else
would be there, whether the meeting would be open to the public to
listen via Zoom, and if it would be held virtually or in person. In the end, the in-person meeting was
limited to only a small group, rather than all the press conference participants, with no press release,
other coverage, and no Zoom participation. e Governor’s oﬃce did not respond by press time to
Amjambo Aica’s inquiries about the meeting.
e “priority asks” that were presented to the Governor ahead of the meeting were:
• Declare racism a public health emergency and work with Mainers of color to design an adequate
response across all state agencies.
• Direct some of the funds that Maine received through the federal CARES Act to local, community-based organizations that are led by and serve people of color.

Angolan
Community of Maine
Low-income families seek to convert
challenges into opportunities
By Nsiona Nguizani, President, Angolan Community of Maine
e eﬀects of COVID-19 are like nothing we have ever experienced or seen before, and the
Angolan Community of Maine is working through various programs to mitigate the severity of
the situation for Angolan immigrants. We want to convert the challenges brought by COVID19 into opportunities, so our community can bounce back.
During the past month, the Angolan Community of Maine (ACM) has been in constant
contact with Angolan immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers throughout the state.

1)We receive distress calls frequently from our members through our COVID-19 Call Center.
2)anks to grants from Good Shepherd Food Bank and Haymarket People’s Fund, we have
been able to serve families aﬀected both directly and indirectly by COVID-19 (unemployment,
quarantine, layoﬀs, stay at home orders, closing of school, and so on). We help those who cannot go out, or who do not have reliable transportation or child care, by bringing groceries right
to their doors. Some of the food comes from food pantries at Wayside and St. Mary’s Church.
We are also able to provide culturally appropriate food (thanks to our grant). We added diapers to our deliveries a few weeks ago, thanks to our partnership with the Jewish Community
Alliance of Southern Maine.
3)Our FEED [Find, Encounter, Ensure, Distribute] Program was initially set to end by August
22 and we plan to stick with that end date because of the high costs associated with buying and
delivering culturally appropriate foods. August 22 was chosen because we assumed children
would be back in school by then. e reality, however, is that no one is sure that children are
going back to classrooms in August as scheduled, and the need for food is growing. We began
by serving 30 families, but this week we are up to 100-plus families in both Cumberland and Androscoggin counties. We have reduced the frequency of deliveries to once every two weeks, but
it is still impossible for us to continue the program past August 22.
4)We are assisting our members infected with COVID-19 toward complete medical, social,
and ﬁnancial recovery with the help of providers like Southern Maine Workers Center (worker
compensation and unemployment beneﬁts), Maine Access Immigrant Network (mental health
support), and Welcome the Stranger (networking).

• Provide additional emergency support to Tribal nations in a way that honors sovereignty and is on
a government-to-government basis.

5)With the uncertainty around the resumption of classes in August and the need to ﬁll the opportunity gap that our children suﬀer, ACM is looking for a partner to launch its Mentoring/Tutoring Program and its Children’s Reading Program (20 books per kid in English and
Portuguese), both of which will accompany our children throughout the 2020 – 2021 academic year. If interested in volunteering, please contact Nsiona Nguizani at
nsiona20@gmail.com

• Strengthen the response of the Maine Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to this
crisis, since the actions taken so far have not been made in partnership with communities of color and
have not been suﬃcient.

6)We continue to educate our members on COVID-19 and to deal with the other issues already on the table prior to the pandemic (immigration, education, etc.)

• Direct some of the funds that Maine received through the federal CARES Act to support community-based organizations in diverse communities of color so they can create solutions to the pandemic’s ravages, without barriers.

• Develop a comprehensive plan to reduce disparities and proactively help prevent Mainers of color
from getting the virus. e existing plans focus on supporting people aer they get exposed or test
positive.
*Please note that the list of Priority Asks has been edited for length.

COVID-19 is the biggest challenge in our lifetime, and the eﬀects of this virus serve as an additional challenge for many refugee and immigrant communities, which have already been
through so much. But we are resilient people, especially with partner organizations and individuals standing by our side. Yes, “we are all in this together,” but for low-income families, the
urgent need for support is more intense.
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Community Redistribution Funds awarded
for culturally specific foods

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
U.S. Senate and House candidates address important issues |
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By Stephanie Harp

When Amjambo Aica went to press, the July 14 primary election results were still unoﬃcial. Following
are the winners, as of July 21 when 95% of precincts had reported.
Incumbent Sen. Susan Collins is the Republican candidate for Senate; she was unchallenged in the primary. Sara Gideon, Speaker of the Maine House of Representatives, won the Democratic primary for Senate with a decisive 70.2% of the vote over Betsy Sweet and Bre Kidman. Collins and Gideon will face each
other in November for one of Maine’s two U.S. Senate seats.
First Congressional District Rep. Chellie Pingree (D) and her Republican challenger Jay Allen were the
only candidates in their respective parties and will face each other in November.
Second Congressional District Rep. Jared Golden was unchallenged in the Democratic primary and will
seek to keep his seat. Dale Cras topped the three-way Republican primary with 44.7% of the vote in the
ﬁrst round, and 59% aer the ranked choice tally. Adrienne Bennett received 32.5% in the ﬁrst round
and 41.5% in the second, and Eric Brakey received 22.9% in the ﬁrst round. Under ranked choice rules,
Brakey’s votes were then distributed to second choices of his voters. Cras unoﬃcially won the Republican slot.
Both statewide referendum questions passed. Question 1, “Connect ME Bonds,” to raise funds for highspeed internet infrastructure for unserved and underserved areas passed with 76% of the vote. Question
2 for transportation infrastructure received 78% of the vote.
In June, Amjambo Aica contacted the major party candidates for federal oﬃce with several questions
about COVID-19, immigration, and racial inequities. We printed responses from Collins, Gideon, Kidman, Pingree, and Sweet in the July edition and on the website. Answers from Collins, Gideon, and Pingree, along with a new statement about the virus from Rep. Jared Golden, are summarized below.
Amjambo Aica did not receive statements from Jay Allen or Dale Cras by press time.
Sen. Susan Collins: “As a member of the Senate Health Committee, I have urged...federal health agencies to take action to address the racial disparity in the eﬀects of COVID-19….e virus’ impact on longterm care settings directly intersects with the stark racial disparities that we’re seeing.” Collins, Chair of
the Senate Aging Committee, supports protective equipment for workers and testing for everyone entering these centers, and hazard pay and other protections to front line federal employees and ﬁrst responders. She said,“we need comprehensive immigration reform, stronger border security, a better way of
handling asylum claims, more immigration judges, a sensible system for guest workers, and a long-term solution for… ‘DREAMERS.’ ” On racial inequities: “e JUSTICE Act I co-sponsored with Senator Tim
Scott would implement common sense reforms that would help restore trust in our law enforcement...while
continuing to support the vast majority of oﬃcers who serve with integrity and valor.”
Sara Gideon: “e unprecedented coronavirus pandemic and the reckoning with racial injustice in our
country have highlighted...exactly how systemic racism impacts people of color…. As of June 22nd, Black
Mainers were 24 times more likely to test positive for COVID than white Mainers. at is unacceptable,
and it requires action by the federal government to address long-standing disparities in health outcomes.”
Gideon supports making Medicare available in a “private option” that also preserves private insurance,
lowering prescription drug costs, and giving hazard pay and other beneﬁts to frontline workers.” She wants
comprehensive immigration reform including a path to citizenship, securing borders, reinstating DACA,
ending family separation, and reuniting families. She supports zero tolerance policies for police proﬁling,
racial bias training, increased transparency in police data, and bans on chokeholds. Gideon says we need
to “have the diﬃcult conversations that for too long public oﬃcials have ignored, about the issues that are
causing institutional racism.”
Rep. Jared Golden (CD-02): “While many of the contributing factors are systemic, one thing the government can do right now to protect communities of color is protect front line workers, who are more
likely to serve on the front lines of the pandemic crisis in ‘essential’ workplaces like long-term care facilities, food processing operations, and medical centers.” Golden supports increasing targeted testing capacity, continued emergency income and nutrition assistance, and lower barriers to health care.
Rep. Chellie Pingree (CD-01): “e COVID-19 pandemic has really underscored the harms of longstanding racial inequities...including...lack of access to health care, aﬀordable housing, and stable employment that oﬀers a living wage…. It’s abundantly clear that we need to stem the immediate harm caused
by these disparities.” Pingree supports expanded free testing and treatment, mandated protections and
hazard pay for essential workers, paid leave for those who are sick or caring for family members, universal
health care, high-quality public education, an accessible and welcoming immigration system, and a comprehensive plan to ﬁght climate change.

Good Shepherd Food Bank has awarded Community Redistribution Fund grant
awards to a number of organizations that work closely with Tribal communities, immigrant and refugee communities, and other communities of color. e awards support efforts to source and distribute culturally speciﬁc and relevant foods to community
members suﬀering food insecurity during the COVID-19 pandemic. Priority was given
to community-led organizations that are not currently Good Shepherd Food Bank
partners, and those led by – and primarily serving – people of color.
“e long-term goal of the Community Redistribution Fund is to transfer decisionmaking power to the grantees using a community-led grant-making model,” said Kristen Miale, President of Good Shepherd Food Bank. “We are grateful to Mufalo
Chitam, Executive Director of the Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition, and Fatuma
Hussein, founder and Executive Director of Immigrant Resource Center of Maine, who
led the selection committee through the decision-making process.”
Jessica Gildea, Program Manager for Good Shepherd Food Bank’s Youth and Families
Initiatives program, said, “We received an overwhelming number of applications and
supported as many as possible. All grants are focused on building food security.”

Awards list:
Angolan Community of Maine , statewide
To support the purchase and delivery of culturally relevant foods from locally owned
businesses to community members in Greater Portland, Midcoast, and Androscoggin
counties
Boys & Girls Clubs of Border Towns, Aroostook and Washington Counties
• To support the preparation and distribution of traditional Sipayik and Maliseet meals
to youth and families
Capital Area New Mainers Project, Augusta/Central Maine
•To support the distribution of Eid boxes
Congolese Community of Maine, statewide
• To support the distribution of culturally speciﬁc foods sourced from immigrantowned businesses to Congolese community members statewide
Cumberland County Food Security Council, Cumberland County/statewide
• To support the production and processing of Maine-raised halal meat at Ummah
Farm in Turner.
Eastern Woodlands Rematriation, Wabanaki communities, Northern Maine
• To support food sovereignty projects that focus on traditionally cultivated foods, as
well as distribution of traditional foods from Wabanaki producers through Tribal food
pantries
Golden Opportunity, Lewiston/Auburn
• To support the distribution of culturally relevant food to elderly and disabled Somali
community members
In Her Presence, Cumberland County
· To support the distribution of culturally relevant food to immigrant women and children
Isuken Co-op, Lewiston
• To support the distribution of prepared meals during Ramadan
Mano en Mano, Downeast
• To support the distribution of culturally speciﬁc food for families that live year-round
in the region and for single migrant workers
Micmac Farms, Micmac communities, Aroostook County
• To support the distribution of Food Sovereignty boxes containing foods produced by
Native American producers to families within the Aroostook Band of Micmacs
New England Arab American Organization, statewide
• To support the purchase and delivery of halal meats and other foods for Middle Eastern and North African community members in Cumberland County, Biddeford, and
Augusta
Passamaquoddy Tribe at Indian Township, Washington County
• To increase the availability of culturally relevant foods for community members reliant on the food pantry
Passamaquoddy Tribe at Pleasant Point, Washington County
• To support the construction of a greenhouse for growing culturally speciﬁc foods for
community members
Presente Maine, statewide
• To support e Food Brigade, which distributes fresh foods to Latinx community
members statewide
South Sudanese Community Association, statewide
• To support the distribution and delivery of culturally relevant foods to elders in the
South Sudanese community statewide
United Youth Empowerment Services and Masjid Al Salaam, Lewiston
• To support a new food pantry at Masjid Al Salaam on Bartlett Street
Wabanaki Public Health, Wabanaki communities, Northern Maine
• To support the distribution of fresh foods and clean water to Tribal communities

D Y O P

A protestor at the Maine State House on July 12
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amjambo africa!
DUFATANYE KURWANYA POLITIKE Z'IVANGURAMOKO
“Ibuye ribonetse ntiryica isuka, translated
Georges Budagu Makoko,
Umuyobozi w’ubwanditsi wa Amjambo Aica

Tariki 12 Werurwe nibwo indwara ya COVID-19 yageze muri
Leta ya Maine. Ku ikubitiro Guverineri Janet Mills yahise
atangaza ibihe by’amage muri Maine. Ubwoba bwari bwose ku
maso y’abantu bigaragara ko bahangayikishijwe n’indwara batazi
ibyayo. Benshi ntawari uzi uko yakwirinda ndetse wasangaga
buri wese arwanira kumenya uko yakwirinda akarinda n’abe.
Ikigo cya Maine gishinzwe gukumira indwara cyahise gitangaza
amabwiriza ngenderwaho mu bihe nk’ibyo natwe tuyubahiriza
ubwo. Harimo guhana intera hagati y’abantu, gukaraba intoki
kenshi gashoboka , gukororera no kwitsamurira mu gipfunsiikirenzeho abantu basabwa kuguma mu rugo nkimwe mu ntwaro zikomeye mu kurwanya iyi ndwara.
Ikibabaje, kuguma mu rugo byagoye abatari bacyeya cyane ba
nyamuke. Nubwo ibigo bimwe byakinze imiryango bigasaba
ababikorera gukorera mu rugo, hari abakozi nshinganwa
bakomeje akazi mu bigo byita ku bakuze, amaguriro y’ibiribwa,
kwa mu ganga-ahakomeje gukora muri Maine hakaba ari
hamwe mu kazi gakorwa na ba nyamuke ku bwinshi.
Umunsi umurwayi wa mbere yatangazwaga muri Maine, Guverineri Mills n’umuyobozi w’ikigo gikumira indwara muri
Maine(CDC) Dogiteri Nirav basabye buri wese yaba umuzungu
cg se uva muri ba nyamuke ,mu yandi moko ko iyi virusi itarobanura. Mu minsi yayo ya mbere abantu benshi bemeraga ko ibyo
byavuzwe ari ukuri. Ntitwari tuzi neza uko Virusi izibasira
bamwe mu bagize umuryango kurusha abandi. Nguko uko abiganje mu moko ya ba nyamucye batangiye kuboneka ko aribo
bahazahariye ubwo iyi virusi yamaraga gufata intera mu kwandura. Amoko Atari ayabazungu yagizweho ingaruka zikomeye
n’iyi virusi nk’uko imibare ibyerekana.
Muri Maine, abaturage batari abazungu bagize 7% bya Leta
yose bakaba baribasiwe ku kigero cya 32% mu kurwara
COVID-19 muri Maine yose. Impamvu z’iyi mibare ihabanye
ziragendana n’ukuntu ba nyamuke babaho mu buryo bucucitse
kubera ubushobozi bucye bikabagora kwiheza igihe haba hari
uketsweho ibimenyetso, hari kandi ubushobozi buke bwo
kwivuza butuma bafatwa n’indwara z’akarande. Harimo kandi
no kuba barakomeje gukora mu mirimo itarafunze ijyanye no
kwita ku buzima aho kwandura byoroshye ariko kandi bakeneye amafaranga ngo babeho. Ibi byose nta wazuyaza ko ari
umusaruro wa politicye z’irondamoko.
Abimukira, abava amerika y’epfo, abayobozi b’imiryango
n’amoko atandukanye, imiryango y’abirabura kavukire
b’Amerika-bose bahangayikishijwe n’imibereho y’abagize
imiryango yabo. Ku bwibyo baheruka gukora inama aho bagaragaje ibice by’imibereho n’ubukungu iyi virusi yangije mu
miryango yabo ndetse n’ibigomba guhinduka. Basabye Guverineri Mills gukorana nabo ngo hirindwe kuzahazwa n’iyi virusi.
Tariki 16 Nyakanga, itsinda ryahuye na Guverineri Mills ariko
nta gahunda ifatika yabahaye yo kureba by’umwihariko urugero
icyorezo cya COVID-19 cyagize kuri ba nyamuke muri Maine.
Mu minsi ishize naganiriye na Pasiteri Kenneth I. Lewis, Jr.,
Umushumba mukuru mu itorero Green Memorial African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church ryo muri Portland.Twaganiriye ibijyanye n’irondamoko ndetse n’uko byahinduka.
(link to interview on website), Uyu mushumba akaba yarashyizweho na Guverineri Mills ngo ahagararire komisiyo ihoraho
ireba ku mibereho y’amoko atandukanye hagamijwe gusiba
icyuho cy’iringanira mu muryango wa Maine. Pasiteri Lewis
avuga ko hakenewe gufatanya n’ubuyobozi bw’imiryango itandukanye y’abirabura bo muri Maine, abimukira,a abahavukiye
kugirango haganirwe byisumbuye uko abantu basenyera umugozi umwe mu gusigasira umuryango mugari ndetse no kubwiza ukuri abayobozi n’abatuye Maine ko hari irondamoko.
Ndasaba imiryango ya ba nyamuke kujya hamwe bagakoresha
ijwi ryabo bagaharanira impinduka bashaka mu muryango wa
Maine.
SOMALIA IRASHAKA GUSUBUKURA ICUKURWA
RYA PETEROLI NA GAZI.
Nyuma y’imyaka 50 igihugu cya Somaliya kiri mu ntambara,
iguhugu cyongeye kuzana agahenge ndetse no kubaka ubuyobozi kibifashijwemo n’ingabo za Afurika yuzne ubumwe ziri
mu butumwa bw’amahoro muri Somalia. Aka gahenge katumye
Leta itangira kureshya abashoramari kuza mu gihugu bagashaka
uko bacukura peteroli na gazi nkuko bitangazwa n’urubuga rwa
interineti rwandika ku bitoro: oﬀshore-technology.com . Uru
rubuga ruvuga ko Somalia ishobora kuba iri mubihugu bicye
byaba biﬁte peteroli itarakoreshwa.
Muri Gicurasi, Minisiteri ishinzwe peteroli n’umutungo
kamere muri Somaliya yatangaje ipiganirwa ryo guhabwa impushya zo kurambagiza Peteroli mu Kanama 2020. Ugendeye

ku gukekeranya-Somalia ishobora kuba iﬁte munsi y’ubutaka
hameze nka Yemen bityo ikaba nayo yaba ikungahaye ku bitoro.
Somalia yamaze gutora itegeko rigenga ibicuruzwa by’ibitoro na
gazi-itegeko rishyiraho ikigo cy’igihugu gishinzwe iby’ibitoro.
Mbere y’uko intamabara izahaza Somaliya mu 1960, ibigo nka
ExxonMobil, BP, Texaco na Shell byari byaragiranye imikoranire
na Leta. Iyi mikoranire itarigeze ihagarikwa nubu ibigo birizera
ko izongera muri iki gihe.
Gusa n’ubwo Somalia itera iyi intambwe, abahanga mu gace
bavuga ko hari ingorane zitegereje iki gihugu kiri mu ihembe
rya Afurika. Somaliya ituranye na Kenya na Etiyopiya ndetse na
Yemen iri mu ntambara hakurya y’inyanja. Intara zigize Somaliya kandi zose siko zakirye iyi gahunda yo guhiga ibitoro, Puntland na Jubbaland ntibikozwa gusinya amasezerano nkayo. Mu
zindi ngorane harimo ko Somalia iri mu makimbirane na Kenya
bapfa umupaka wo mu mazi. Igihugu cya Somaliya kibasiwe na
COVID-19 ndetse kikaba kizwiho umutwe w’iterabwoba wa
Al Shabab umaze guhitana abatari bakeya.
TANZANIA YINJIYE MU KICIRO CY’IBIHUGU BIFITE UBUKUNGU
N’AMIKORO YISUMBUYEHO (LOWER-MIDDLE INCOME).
Tariki ya mbere Nyakanga, Banki Nkuru y’Isi yatangaje ko Tanzania izamutse mu kiciro cyisumbuyeho cy’ibihugu biﬁte
ubukungu n’amikoro yo hagati. Umusaruro mbumbe w’igihugu
ugabanyije n’abagituye wazamutse kuva ku madolari ya Amerika
$1,020 muri 2018 agera kuri $1,080 muri 2019 aho yarenze
$1,036 yari yitezwe mu mwaka wa 2019. Mu nyandiko ya
William G. Battaile iri ku rubuga rwa Banki Y’isi, Tanzaniya
igeze kuri iyi ntambwe ibikesheje umusaruro mbumbe w’igihugu warenze 6% mu myaka icumi itambutse.
Hassaan Abbasi-umuvugizi wa Leta avuga ko kuba Tanzaniya
yarazamutse mu kiciro cy’ubukungu ibikesha ubwitonzi mu gusohora amafaranga ndetse n’amahoro mu gihugu.
Ibiro ntaramakuru by’abashinwa Xhinuanet bivuga ko izamuka mu kiciro cy’ubukungu kisumbuyeho bibaye mbere
y’igihe Tanzania yari yarateganyije cya 2025. Avuga kuri iyi
nkuru y’iterambere, Perezida John Magufuli yagize ati: “Twari
twateguye kuzabigeraho muri 2025 ariko kubera umuhate biradukundiye muri 2020.”
Muri 2019, Tanzania yagize umusaruro w’ubukungu wa 7%,
ibi byatumye iza mubiﬁte ubukungu bwihuta muri Afurika
ndetse hamwe na Kenya bihagararira agace ka Afurika
y’uburasirazuba mu kuba ibihugu biri mu kiciro kisumbuye mu
iterambere.
Tanzania ikaba yari yaragambiriye kuba yagiye mu kiciro
cy’ibihugu byisumbuyeho mu bukungu mu mwaka wa 2025.
Aha igambiriye ko izaba iﬁte ubukungu buhagaze neza, imirimo
myiza ku banyagihugu, amahoro n’umutuzo, ubumwe, imiyoborere myiza ndetse n’abaturage bize neza.
Hassan Abbasi, avuga ko kandi kuba Leta yararushijeho
kwigengesera no gukora ibikwiriye, gutangiza imishinga migari
no kongerera ubushobozi abaturage byafashije igihugu kuzamuka muri iki kiciro gishya cy’ubukungu.

AHO AFRICA IHAGAZE MU RUGAMBA RWO
KURWANYA INDWARA YA COVID-19
Ibihugu bimwe bya Afurika byatangiye kugaragaza ko imibare
y’abandura iri kugabanuka. Ibyo bihugu harimo Rwanda na
Kenya-aho ikinyamakuru e NewTimes, cyo mu Rwanda cyatangaje ko igihugu kiri bufungure indege kuva Tariki 1 Kanama
naho Kenya Airways yo igatangira ingendo z’imbere mu gihugu
tariki 15 Nyakanga. Tunisiya kimwe mu bihugu bitunzwe
n’ubukerarugendo kizafungura imipaka yacyo tariki 27
Nyakanga nyuma yo kubona abarwayi ba COVID-19 bagabanuka. Imibare y’abarwayi mu bihugu bya Algeria, Tunisia,
Morocco n’uRwanda yaragabanutse ku buryo ibi bihugu byemerewe kuba byakorera ingendo ku mugabane w’uburayi. Abaturage ba Amerika bo bakaba batemerewe gukandagiza ikirenge
mu bihugu bigize umuryango w’uburayi.
Mu nkuru zatambutse, Amjambo Aica yagarutse ku buryo
abatuye Afurika baﬁte umuco wo kumvira amategeko ya Leta
bityo bikaba byarafashije ibihugu byashyize ingufu mu kurwanya iki cyorezo.
Repubulika iharanira demukarasi ya Congo yakomeje
gushimirwa uko yitwaye mu guhangana na Ebola ndetse ko ibihugu bikwiye kuyigiraho uko byarwanya COVID-19. Tariki 25
Kamena, Dogiteri Tedros Adhanom umuyobozi w’umuryango
mpuzamahanga w’ubuzima yanditse ibya Congo mu kinyamakuru the Guardian. Inyandiko ye ivuga ko Virusi zidafata
ikiruhuko ndetse ko isi ikwiriye kwigira kuri congo uburyo yahashyije icyorezo cya Ebola. Avuga ko guca mu nzira ya Ebola
byafashije Congo kwicara yiteguye kurwanya indi ndwara yose
yaza.
Perezida mushya uheruka kurahira mu Burundi Evariste
Ndayishimiye we yatangije gahunda yitwa SINZANDURA
COVID-19 KANDI SINZANAYIKWIRAKWIZA nkuko
bitangazwa n’ibiro ntaramakuru AP. Ibi bitandukanye cyane na
Nyakwigendera Nkurunziza wafashe iki cyorezo mu buryo
bworoheje kugeza ubwo yitabye Imana hakekwa ko ari cyo
cyamwishe. Ku mpunzi nyinshi ziba muri Maine zakomotse I
Burundi, ngo zashimishijwe no kumva ubuyobozi bushya bwita
ku ndwara ya COVID-19 yari imaze kwica abatari bake.
Aljazeera itangaza ko Afurika y’Epfo ikomerewe n’iki cyorezo
aho yihariye 40% by’uburwayi bwose bwa COVID-19 ku mugabane wa Afurika. Kaminuza ya Johns Hopkins itangaza impfu
zirenga 4,079 muri Afurika y’epfo gusa. President Ramaphosa
aheruka kugaragara kuri Televiziyo atangaza ko hagiyeho umukwabo w’ijoro ndetse no guhagarika icuruzwa rya Alukolo mu
kwirinda impanuka kugirango ibitaro by’indembe bikoreshwe
mu gufasha abarwaye COVID-19. Yasabye buri munyafurika
yepfo kwambara agapfukamunwa.
Ibihugi kandi biri gufatanyiriza hamwe mu gushyiraho
ingamba z’ahazaza no guhangana n’itembagara ry’ubukungu.
Ikinyamakuru the Global Cituzen gitangaza ko ibihugu byibumbiye mu muryango w’ubukungu w’Afurika y’uburengerazuba-ECOWAS bwamaze gukusanya miliyoni $25 zizafasha
akarere kuzamura uburezi, ubuzima,isukura n’izindi ngamba
uyu muryango uzafata mu gusohoka mu cyorezo cya COVID-19
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amjamboafrica.com
TRABALHANDO JUNTOS CONTRA POLÍTICAS RACISTAS
“Ibuye ribonetse ntiryica isuka, traduzido:
“Uma pedra identiﬁcada não pode mais prejudicar
a enxada”. Um ditado comum em Kinyamulenge.
Por Georges Budagu Makoko
O dia 12 de março foi o dia em que a pandemia de Covid-19
atingiu oﬁcialmente nosso belo estado de Maine com seu
primeiro caso positivo. Imediatamente depois, na esperança de
manter todos saudáveis e seguros, a governadora Janet Mills declarou estado de emergência. Nas primeiras semanas, o medo do
desconhecido era óbvio no rosto das pessoas. Ninguém sabia
como o vírus nos afetaria, e todos queríamos aprender a nos proteger, e a nossos entes queridos, do perigo. O Centro de Controle de Doenças do Maine recomendou as medidas preventivas
que se tornaram tão familiares para nós agora - distanciamento
social, lavagem frequente das mãos, cobertura de tosses e espirros e desinfeção de superfícies sensíveis. Acima de tudo, ﬁcar em
casa era altamente recomendado como a maneira mais eﬁcaz de
se manter seguro contra o vírus.
Infelizmente, ﬁcar em casa era muito difícil para a maioria das
pessoas de cor. Embora muitas organizações e instituições, tanto
privadas quanto públicas, tenham tomado a medida extrema de
fechar suas portas e pedindo que seus funcionários trabalhem
em casa, empresas essenciais de linha de frente - assistência
médica, supermercados, casas de grupo, fábricas de processamento de alimentos - permaneceram abertas. E no Maine, essas
empresas essenciais são fortemente atendidas por pessoas de cor.
Quando o primeiro caso foi anunciado no Maine, todos - pessoas de cor e brancos - foram informados pelo governador Mills
e pelo diretor do CDC Dr. Nirav Shah, que o vírus não discriminava. E nos primeiros dias, a maioria das pessoas acreditava
que isso era verdade. Na época, não sabíamos que o vírus realmente atacaria pessoas de nossas comunidades de maneira desproporcional. Então, quando o vírus ganhou força no Maine, e
mais casos foram identiﬁcados, os dados do CDC do Maine
começaram a revelar uma disparidade racial alarmante entre
como as pessoas brancas e as de cor foram atingidas pelo vírus.
No Maine, as pessoas de cor, que representam apenas 7% da
população, agora representam mais de 32% do número total de
casos de Covid-19 no estado. As razões para esse impacto desproporcional incluem as condições de aglomeração em que
muitas pessoas de cor vivem devido a circunstâncias ﬁnanceiras
desaﬁadoras, diﬁcultando o isolamento e a quarentena; acesso
inadequado aos cuidados de saúde, resultando em condições
médicas subjacentes; e continuando a trabalhar em ocupações
essenciais, apesar do potencial de exposição devido à necessidade
ﬁnanceira. Em outras palavras, os resultados estão relacionados
a políticas racistas.
Líderes imigrantes, líderes Latinx, líderes tribais e líderes da comunidade afro-americana indígena estão seriamente preocupados com a saúde e a segurança de seu povo. Recentemente, esses
líderes organizaram uma conferência de imprensa, onde
destacaram suas principais preocupações, incluindo áreas-chave
que impactam social e economicamente suas comunidades e
devem ser mudadas, e pediram ao Governador Mills que trabalhasse com eles para evitar mais devastações.
Recentemente, discuti o racismo e como mudar o sistema, com
o Rev. Kenneth I. Lewis Jr., pastor sênior da Igreja Episcopal
Metodista Africana do Memorial Verde em Portland (link para
entrevista no site), que foi nomeado pelo governador Mills em
30 de junho, à Comissão Permanente sobre o Estatuto das Populações Tribais Raciais, Indígenas e do Maine, cujo foco é tratar
das desigualdades no Maine. O Rev. Lewis falou da necessidade
de líderes negros de diferentes comunidades do Maine - imigrantes e afro-americanos indígenas - se uniﬁcar, enfatizando a
importância de trabalhar juntos em nome de toda a comunidade
para falar a verdade ao poder sobre o racismo no Maine.
Exorto todas as pessoas de cor a se unirem e usarem nossa voz
coletiva para amparar em voz alta a mudança que precisamos ver
em nossa comunidade do Maine.
ÁFRICA E A BATALHA COVID-19:
ALGUMAS ATUALIZAÇÕES DO CONTINENTE
Por Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
Vários países da África relatam números de casos baixos ou em
declínio. Isso inclui Ruanda e Quênia, com o New Times de
Ruanda relatando a reabertura de voos comerciais para 1º de
agosto e a Kenya Airways com retomada de voos domésticos em
15 de julho. Contagem de 19 casos encolhendo. E os números
de casos na Argélia, Tunísia, Marrocos e Ruanda são tão baixos
que a União Europeia anunciou o levantamento gradual das restrições de viagem para esses países - não para os Estados Unidos,
cujos cidadãos estão atualmente impedidos de viajar na UE. Artigo recente da Amjambo Aica "Casos COVID-19 lentamente
surgindo no continente africano - por que e como?" postularam
que a cultura dos seguintes decretos governamentais prevale-

centes na África está trabalhando em benefício de certos países
africanos durante esses tempos.
O tratamento da epidemia de Ebola pela República
Democrática do Congo foi aclamado como um exemplo que
outro país pode querer copiar no combate ao COVID-19 em
um artigo de opinião de 25 de junho pelo diretor da Organização Mundial de Saúde Dr. Tedros Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus no Guardian. Intitulado “Os vírus não fazem pausas. O
mundo pode aprender com a forma como a RDC está combatendo o Ebola,” escreveu o Dr. Tedros que, porque o povo congolês acreditava em ciência, comunidade, dados e cooperação
com instituições internacionais, o país alcançou quase sucesso
ao derrotar o Ebola. Ele disse que a experiência da RDC com o
Ebola preparou o país para tomar medidas de proteção eﬁcazes
agora.
Recentemente, o presidente Evariste Ndayishimiye, do Burundi, lançou o programa "Não serei infetado ou propagarei o
COVID-19", de acordo com a Associated Press. Isso contrasta
com seu antecessor, que subestimou a pandemia até sua morte
recente, supostamente do COVID-19. Muitos refugiados e requerentes de asilo do Burundi vivem no Maine. Eles ﬁcaram
tristes com várias mortes do COVID-19 no Burundi, portanto,
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as notícias de que o novo presidente está levando a pandemia a
sério traz alívio bem-vindo.
Aljazeera relata que a África do Sul não está indo bem e que o
país responde por 40% de todos os casos conﬁrmados na África.
A Universidade Johns Hopkins regitra mais de 4.079 mortes na
África do Sul. O presidente Ramaphosa apareceu na televisão
para anunciar um toque de recolher noturno, bem como o banimento da venda de álcool, ambos destinados a prevenir acidentes
e preservar leitos hospitalares para pacientes com COVID-19.
Ele mandou máscaras.
Os países da África estão se unindo para criar um caminho a
seguir para sair da crise econômica causada pela pandemia. O
Global Citizen relata que os líderes da África Ocidental prometeram US $ 25 milhões em direção à resposta COVID-19 da
região, destinada a apoiar educação, assistência médica e acesso
ao saneamento, entre outras iniciativas na Comunidade
Econômica dos Estados da África Ocidental-CEDEAO.
SOMÁLIA VOLTA AO PETRÓLEO E GÁS
Após quase 50 anos de conﬂito armado e agitação civil, uma
recente iniciativa para restabelecer a autoridade do governo, juntamente com o aumento dos esforços internacionais de
manutenção da paz na região, trouxe relativa calma à Somália.
Aproveitando sua recém-descoberta estabilidade, o país está explorando a exploração de petróleo e gás oﬀshore e procura atrair
investimentos estrangeiros, de acordo com oﬀshore-technology.com, que relata que a Somália está entre os poucos territórios
que restam no mundo com o potencial de recursos inexplorados.
Em maio, o Ministério de Petróleo e Recursos Minerais da
Somália anunciou a licitação para o licenciamento oﬀshore a
partir de agosto de 2020, com base em especulações de que, dada
a sua proximidade geográﬁca com o Iêmen, rico em petróleo, a
Somália também pode ser rica em petróleo e gás. O governo ratiﬁcou uma nova lei do petróleo, que estabeleceu a Companhia
Nacional de Petróleo da Somália. Antes da longa agitação civil
iniciada na década de 1960, o país investia na perfuração de
petróleo em terra em parceria com empresas como ExxonMobil, BP, Texaco e Shell. Essas empresas esperam encontrar um
terreno comum com a Somália do século XXI e nutrir esse espírito renovado de exploração.
No entanto, apesar do progresso econômico da Somália, os
especialistas veem desaﬁos à frente. A Somália está no Chifre da
África e é vizinha do Quênia e da Etiópia, além do Iêmen instável do outro lado do Golfo de Áden. E nem todas as partes
consideram o interesse renovado em petróleo e gás a favor - a
Somália enfrenta reação de Puntland e Jubbaland. Além disso,
Somália e Quênia estão disputando sua fronteira marítima.
Além de outros desaﬁos, o COVID-19 desacelerou os negócios,
enquanto a Somália enfrenta um aumento nos casos do
COVID-19. E a Al Shabab, uma organização de milícias, atua
na Somália e matou muitas pessoas.
A TANZÂNIA MELHOROU PARA UMA ECONOMIA
DE RENDA MÉDIA BAIXA.
Por Jean Damascene Hakuzimana
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“

Portuguese Translation

Source: New American Economy

O Banco Mundial anunciou em 1º de julho que a Tanzânia foi
atualizada do status de renda baixa para a média-baixa. A Renda
Nacional Bruta (RNB) per capita aumentou de US $ 1.020 em
2018 para US $ 1.080 em 2019, o que excede os US $ 1.036 que
eram esperados em 2019. William G. Battaile aﬁrma em seu blog
no site do Banco Mundial que a atualização para a Tanzânia é o
produto do forte desempenho econômico do país, superior a 6%
do crescimento real do produto interno bruto (PIB) em média
na última década.
"A disciplina nas despesas ﬁnanceiras e a paz e tranquilidade
predominantes também ajudaram o país a obter o status de
renda média do Banco Mundial", disse Hassan Abbasi, portavoz do governo em entrevista coletiva na capital Dodoma.
Essa conquista aconteceu cinco anos antes do previsto para o
país, segundo a Agência de Imprensa Xhinuanet. Em resposta à
conquista, o Presidente John Magufuli, da Tanzânia, twittou:
"Prevíamos alcançar esse status até 2025, mas com forte determinação, isso foi possível em 2020".
Em 2019, a Tanzânia registou um crescimento de 7%, tornando o país entre as economias que mais crescem na África. Ao
subir para o ranking de renda média-baixa, a Tanzânia se une ao
Quênia como um dos únicos dois países da África Oriental a alcançar a classiﬁcação de renda média-baixa.
A Tanzânia pretende alcançar o ranking de renda média até
2025, o que indicaria uma economia competitiva capaz de crescimento sustentável; empregos de alta qualidade; paz, estabilidade,
unidade e boa governança; e uma sociedade bem-educada.
Hassan Abbasi também enfatizou que o reforço da ética no governo, a implementação de projetos emblemáticos e o investimento em desenvolvimento humano ajudaram o país a obter o
status atualizado.
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In Her Presence supports women during
COVID crisis
Amjambo Aica Video News Reporter
Hortense Massamba interviewed
Claudette Ndayininahaze, Co-Founder
of the nonproﬁt In Her Presence, and
Nadine Pembele, Coordinator of In Her
Presence, about what challenges the organization has faced during the COVID-19 crisis, and what the health emergency’s impact has
been on immigrant communities in Maine. e interview was conducted in French. Following
are translations into English of a few sections of the interview. e full interview is available on
amjamboafrica.com
“Many of the women in our program are asylum seekers who don’t have access to federal assistance,”said Ndayininahaze. “It’s very hard to meet their needs during this time. And there is a
lot of education needed so that Americans will embrace newcomers and we can develop one
united community. We have hope, but the road ahead is long.”
Your organization is called “In Her Presence.” Would you explain the name, as well as the organization’s mission?
Women are the pillar of the family, and we wanted the name to include the feminine. We advocate for women, and their children and families. We want to strengthen the skills and autonomy
of girls and allow them to become emancipated. We want to involve girls in decision-making, so
they can help each other.
What explains the high rate of people infected with the new coronavirus among people of
color?
Low-income workers, many of whom are people of color, are at risk because they have been
obliged to continue working throughout the pandemic in order to support their families. Many
work two jobs because the work they do is not well paid. Suﬃcient protections have not been in
place to prevent sickness, and that is why the numbers are so high.
What has In Her Presence done to help immigrants facing COVID-19?
We have continued distance education, because learning English is so important, but we have
also provided support to try to minimize the harm caused by the pandemic. We explain best practices for protecting against COVID-19 in diﬀerent languages, and we provide assistance with
basic needs like food – especially culturally appropriate foods. Also diapers, toiletries, laundry
soap, phone minutes, laundry supplies – all of which are hard to come by in these times. We encourage women to make masks for other immigrant women and their families, and also for others in the community, which we distribute through organizations such as Preble Street and
Wayside. And we provide social and emotional support, and check in to make sure everyone in
our In Her Presence community is healthy, and ask if anyone needs anything.
Aer three months of conﬁnement, people are resuming normal activities. What precautionary measures are in place so that people do not get infected again?
We have been encouraging women to wear masks, and be vigilant. In our culture, we visit each
other a lot, and kiss and shake hands frequently. We have been reminding our women to limit
their visits with others, which is hard for us. We held education sessions during the month of
July.

Buliding Credit continued from page 10
have your reports, save and print them. You will want to check carefully for errors. Mistakes
happen! Make sure that:
• All the listed accounts are yours
• e payment history is accurate
• ere are no “derogatory remarks” or open collections accounts
Remember that credit scores are for individuals, not families, and even married couples will
have individual credit scores! It is important that each spouse has and maintains a good credit
score, if you are applying for credit together.
If the listed information is inaccurate, you have the right to ﬁle a dispute with the credit reporting agency. ere will be a dispute form enclosed with each credit report. Fill it out and return it to the bureau. ey are required to respond within 45 days. If you suspect larger fraud,
such as someone using your name to open lines of credit, credit reporting agencies have a tollfree number you can call. You also may need to ﬁle a police report.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, each credit reporting agency is oﬀering FREE monthly
credit monitoring through www.annualcreditreport.com until April of 2021. ere has never
been a better time to get solid in your ﬁnances and start building good credit.
If you want to learn more about building and maintaining good credit, ProsperityME can help!
Join us in our next session of Basic Money Management. e course includes a two-hour session covering credit and credit reports. We’ll also teach you how to set and reach money savings
goals to build long-term ﬁnancial security for you and your family. To register for class, visit our
website at www.prosperityme.org, or call us at 207-797-7890.
Have you obtained your credit report and have questions about it? We also provide one-on-one
ﬁnancial counseling to community members. Call us to set up an appointment with one of our
ﬁnancial counselors.
All our services are no cost to members of the immigrant community. Your ﬁnancial and economic success is important to us. We hope to hear from you soon!
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Safe Return to Business

By Northern Light Mercy Hospital
As we continue through this pandemic and all that it entails,
we’ve heard from many organizations and businesses in Maine
about the challenges they face as they seek to safely keep their
doors open for employees and customers. While we’ve been navigating some of the same uncharted COVID-19 waters, we have
learned a thing or two along the way and want to share some
valuable tips and information with our community.
As a healthcare system, Northern Light Health has in-house experts who can oﬀer guidance to help organizations safely welcome employees, customers, volunteers, and students. Just as
many organizations across our state, we are working through
these concerns every day in our ten hospitals and at our more
than 100 other locations across Maine, and we look forward to
continuing to partner with our communities as we work through
this together.
As part of this work, we launched a weekly series of “Safe Return to Business” Zoom conferences. During these free Zoom
sessions, our experts oﬀer education and guidance to support the
safe return to work for Maine organizations. Past topics included:
• Balancing on-site needs and employee accommodations
• Risk mitigation through infection prevention, communication, and de-escalation
• Helpful tips on facility modiﬁcations, PPE purchasing, and
resiliency
• e impact of COVID-19 on food service, travel, and team
culture
• Caring for employees: return to work guidelines, team building, and COVID-19 testing
We have new weekly topics planned through the end of August, and we welcome you to join us. To register for an upcoming Zoom session, view past presentations, or access resources
and
informational
videos,
please
visit
NorthernLightHealth.org/Resources/Safe-Return-to-Business.
To ﬁnd out more about what Mercy Hospital is doing to keep
our employees, patients, and visitors safe, please visit NorthernLightHealth.org/SafeCare.
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One African man’s American dream

|

By Prudent Ndiho

What does the American dream have to do with African immigrants? Is there an
African dream? African immigrants come to the United States, most of us, ﬂeeing various kinds of trials and tribulations, hoping to reach a safe and fulﬁlling environment.
Here in Maine, compared to where we come from, there is total safety. We don’t hear
guns shooting or burglars breaking into homes as so many of us experienced in diﬀerent countries in Africa. Furthermore, most immigrants in Maine have enough food to
eat each day, whereas in Burundi, where I come from, more than 50% of the population
struggles to eat twice a day.
What about the American dream? Is it relevant for African immigrants? According
to the dictionary, the American dream refers to equality of opportunity – the ability
for each of us to reach our aspirations and goals, regardless of diﬀerences of social class
or background. African immigrants want to share this dream, but most of us believe we
can’t. In a small, poor country like Burundi, where every day you must think about how to feed your family, it is hard to have
many dreams other than that. In my case, my dreams broadened when I got to the United States. In Burundi, I did not think
of myself as a writer. In school, I never heard of anyone dreaming of becoming a writer. But here I saw the possibility because
I was exposed to people whose lives are based around writing. So my dream has become American, in a way, with goals beyond subsistence.
I encourage my fellow immigrants to dream big here in the land of the free, and make use of every opportunity you can.
If you have a dream, guard it, dedicate yourself to it, and never give up.
Prudent Ndiho is a writer who loves music, people, and God.

International Nelson Mandela Day |

Roseline Souebele

July 18 was International Nelson Mandela Day, held to honor and remember the former antiapartheid leader, president of South Africa, icon of great leadership and governance, and promoter of international peace. Mandela was committed to the vision of Black and white people
coming together in South Africa. He believed in his vision, created a plan, and refused to be
shaken by any oﬀer made to him that was not intended for the good of all.
Mandela was a model of commitment, a quality which is essential to bring to all projects, big
or small, whether at school, in caring for your home, in your career – from teachers to waiters
– and also in the struggle for justice. With commitment comes perseverance, resilience, and a
relentless pursuit of the goal. Just try it, just go for it.
We are going through such hard times now that it seems easy to let go. We feel lonely, tired,
stressed. But this is the time when we need to commit to keeping our families and our community safe, so that we may all come together again.
So speak up, stand up for what is right. Don’t only seek your own comfort. Your happiness will come from helping others.
If you are not accustomed to committing strongly to striving to reach a goal, now is the time.
ink of a book that you have never ﬁnished reading, or a training that you never dared start, or maybe a workout schedule that
you always wanted to put in place. is is the time to set things up so that when we come back to life as normal, we feel ready. Let’s
enjoy life. all, and let's keep the world diverse for its unity to rise.
Roseline
Roseline Souebele is a resident of Hope House

From the desk of Dr. Ahmed
Within the space of just a few weeks in spring 2020, the pandemic exposed how inadequate and inequitable the U.S. educational system is when it comes to students from lowincome families, many of whom are minorities. Now, more than ever, increasing the
school involvement of minority parents and advocacy on the part of their children, has
become very important.
•
e achievement gap is expected to widen due to the pandemic, and school and
minority families must work together to slow the growth of the gap. Communication
between parents and teachers and other professionals must be improved going forward.
•
Whether schools open in person, or take place virtually, I urge parents to call
your children’s teachers weekly – if not daily, depending on how you think your children
appear to be doing.
•
Empower your children by involving them in discussions about their learning. Ask your children how they best
learn, and listen to what they say. Aer all, they are the learners, and most likely they know how they learn best. is communication is the beginning of getting involved in your children’s education.
•
In the U.S., decisions about schools are made on a local level. Your school board members and school administrators want to hear from you to help them make the best decisions they can about important subjects such as: should school
take place virtually or in person this fall; what should be the role of School Resource Oﬃcers (SRO); how can minority students get the help they need to shrink the achievement gap; what help do your children need that they are not getting? Get
to know who your school board representatives are and give them a call, and encourage other community members to do the
same.
•
In this trying time, states and school districts have to make fast, important decisions.
Please ask the school district oﬃce or your child’s school administrator how you can get involved.
Parental involvement and student achievement are closely connected. Students whose parents engage with their children’s education will see their children do better in school. It is important to take concrete steps to initiate the collaborative process
between schools and families.
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Continued from page 1
many small-scale entrepreneurs, Simba is concerned that he won’t be
able to keep his business aﬂoat. And he has just learned that he is
ineligible for the type of assistance that is available to others. When
he applied for a Small Business Association Disaster assistance loan,
he received notiﬁcation in late June that he did not qualify. e notiﬁcation he received read simply, “An asylum status in progress is insuﬃcient for an EIDL loan.” Simba said he was discouraged that
the government was perfectly content to let him launch a business
in the United States, and that home loans are available to asylum
seekers so long as they meet certain criteria, but he cannot get emergency assistance to keep a business going during a pandemic.
HenriC l o v i s
Apoloyo is
another entrepreneur
trying to
make
it
through the
COVID-19
crisis in one
piece. He
ran a grocery store in
Jo hann e s burg, South
Africa, for
years before
moving to
the United
States
in
2005 and to
Maine in
Mileina Beatrice is President of the Congolese
2014. He is
Brazzaville Community of Maine
originally
from Congo
Brazzaville. In January 2020, Apoloyo opened the doors of Papa Clo
Grocery Store, on Portland Stree in Portland, opposite the central
post oﬃce. e shop carries primarily African products, such as cassava leaves, plantains, smoked ﬁsh, Senegalese style salt ﬁsh, fufu,
dried milk, peanuts, sauces, and juices, as well as oil, sugar, ﬂour, and
produce.
Unfortunately, just a little over two months aer opening day,
the pandemic hit, and Gov. Mills issued her ﬁrst “Stay Healthy at
Home” mandate. Business slowed signiﬁcantly, and Apoloyo struggled to pay his bills. “May was very hard, but now people are going
out more, and things are a little better,” said Apoloyo. He faces some
challenges that American business owners don’t, such as navigating
complex applications, in English, for ﬁnancial assistance from the
government. “It was too diﬃcult,” Apoloyo said, “and I didn’t have
the help I needed, so I gave up, and never applied.” In addition, because 80% of the products sold at Papa Clo Grocery Store are from
Africa and supply chains are impacted by the pandemic, he is having a hard time stocking the store. And ﬁnally, his clients are primarily low-income African immigrants, also suﬀering ﬁnancially
from the crisis, and unable to do much shopping. So Apoloyo feels
the future of his business is uncertain.
Gaël Taty arrived in the United States as an asylum seeker in 2014.
Houston was his ﬁrst stop, but he moved to Maine six months later.
He launched his business, Painting & Services, in 2016,
but it wasn’t until 2019 that Painting & Services really

began to take oﬀ. Because Taty’s English was limited in 2016, he received lots of negative feedback from potential clients, who
wouldn’t give him a chance when he picked up the phone and they heard his accent; some even hung up on him. So he decided
to work as a Direct Service Provider (DSP) for a while, and also had a job with the airlines. Meanwhile, he honed his language skills.
Finally, in 2019, he decided the time had come to resolve to achieve his dream of being self-employed. By then, his English was
much better, and he had developed a network of connections. So he bought insurance, and put out word that he was taking clients.
And customers slowly began to come his way. His services include painting, cleaning, handyman jobs, and demolition. He hires
others to work for him, including asylum seekers whose papers are in order. He has received many good reviews for his work.
Unfortunately, COVID-19 has slowed the growth of his business, but Taty has not accessed government programs for small business owners. He found the applications incomprehensible, and didn’t know where to turn for help. Taty encourages Americans
not to be afraid of people whose English is weak. “Give people a chance – let them prove to you that they are capable. In my case,
early on a manager trusted me despite my weak English. He liked me, and trusted me – and that made all the diﬀerence. People
need to get a chance, no matter what,” he said. Taty is optimistic that next year will be a better one. He said he might try again to
apply for assistance.
As President of the Congolese Brazzaville Community of Maine, Beatrice is concerned about her community. Entrepreneurs
are having trouble, and many others who worked front-line jobs have either been laid oﬀ, or are out on sick leave, because of the
virus. Members of the community report that they still spend hours on the phone trying, oen unsuccessfully, to get through to
the Maine Department of Labor; when they do get through, many say they are denied beneﬁts. Beatrice herself has made many
phone calls on behalf of others, and conﬁrmed that the reports of delays and denials are accurate.
She wondered what can be done for community members who don’t have a ﬁnancial cushion, but are trying to manage during
diﬃcult times. Many face evictions, and still haven’t been able to access unemployment beneﬁts. Compounding the problems, she
pointed out that many members of her community are afraid to seek medical attention, due to the climate of fear. Because of the
policies of the current administration, they fear their immigration status makes them vulnerable to deportation.
As soon as the ﬁrst COVID-19 case was conﬁrmed in Maine, the New Mainers Working Group predicted that racism would
cause the virus to have a devastating impact on communities of color. ey hoped that by advocating for their communities, they
could help stave oﬀ disaster. e jury is still out.

Henri-Clovis Apoloyo, proprietor of Papa
Clo Grocery Store

Gaël Taty, CEO of
Painting & Services
Company

Michel Simba, CEO of Global Professional Services
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